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Officials of the state and navy dejas and his band of probably 1,000
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The relief which followed the news
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those regarded as certain of election
of the rebels' withdrawal from the CONTRABAND CHINESE ARE SAID TO HAVE procession began to assemble again at
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were Captain H. Z. Osborne, of Los
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houses
of
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parliament and of the imAmerican mining camp before 7:30
chaplain in chief, four candidates
h'gh protective tariff and a tirade
perial cabinet, presidents of provin
were in the field, each claiming a
o'clock this morning and soon after anagaiiiBt Theodore Roosevelt. One old
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 13. The cial assemblies, the mayor of Tokio,
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strong following, though the friends
line republican described the
and
speech
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chairman
of
DR.
the
THOMAS
DAY
Tokio
OFTEN CHARGED WITH of Dr. George E.
F.
had begun an attack on the town.
federal grand pury took up today the
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to
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good speech Tom Catron made, I
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The foreign princes and special
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including that from the
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Sanjines at Agua Prieta, in com- of the most prominent Chinese mer- United States, headed by Philander C.
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speech Colonel Roosevelt said he had playing for the progressive vote and
Dr.
of
AGRICULTURE
F.
Thomas
(S
California,
heard his opponents had charged that Senator Catron for the stand pat vote.
telephoning orders to the federal com- the smugglers have grown rich by conclusion of the funeral service to synod
Day, professor of Old Testament his'
mander at El Tigre. Later, It was bringing in Chinese from Ensenada, Aoyama.
he had taken up their idea after it
Senator Fall said:
PROBLEM
OF
announced that the telephone wires Lower California, under a contract
All the officials gathered at the en tory and Hebrew at the San Franhad been advanced by Woodrow Wil"The republican party was at its
THIS AGE son.
had been out before Sanjines could that virtually meant life servitude trance of the palace, where a double cisco theological, semnary has resign
birth, the party of the common people
communicate with the beleagured for the contrebands.
The colonel made two speeches to and it knew no race or language. I
The Chinese llne was formed. The great funeral ed. ing resignation nas Deen accepttown. Federal reinforcements from were
ed.
Deroit, Sept. IS. The problem of day in southern Idaho. He went first will admit that some of its leaders
compelled to spend all of their car attended by a large number of
Nacozari, numbering 200, were "expect- money at Ensenada before being ship- Japanese of high rank, wearing the
Dr. Day never has receded from his agricultural development
as viewed to Blackfoot then came to Poeatello, have grown away from the
people and
ed to reach El Tigre late today but ped into the United
States, he said, ancient national court mourning cos position and his resignation was of- Ly men of finance promises almost to before going on to Ogden, Utah. In are not in as close touch with them
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said:
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question
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imposed
bringing
speech
changed conditions of the preswould arrive too late to render assist- each
dull colored. to his friends and embarrassment to closing sessions today of the Ameri
"Three years ago the country life ent day demand, but I believe it is big
color,
Chinese, this sum to be worked
ance, even were they not attacked by out at the rate of $1.50 a day. A dol- loose trousers and coronet caps of the
can
Bankers'
association. With the commission which I appointed as enough and broad enough to settle
seminary.
the rebels.
lar a day was allowed the Chinese by black silk, was then brought to the
At each meeting of the synod, the exception of a little routine work and president dwelt upon the fact that al! the great questions of the day and
There was no indication today that their masters,
the formal election of officers, the school houses were not utilized as they to do its own
immigration authorities gate.
When
housecleaning.
"Day heresy charges'' as they came convention
General Sanjines would give chase to
for living expenses, and the
To the wailing notes of a shinto to be
planned to devote practi should be. Two years ago, in speech a party stays for a long time in power
reported,
dewere
a
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known,
subject
the rebels that yesterday threatened debt
all
to
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time
cents
I
off
rate
out
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of fifty
if the it is generally the case that some of
discussing plans after speech,
paid
pointed
dirge, the immense coffin was wheeled bate. For six years his defense was cally
Agua Prieta, although he now has a a day.
assistance to the Ameri- school houses could be turned to the its leaders get too far away from the
in solemn procession from the main
but the opposition gained suggesting
force of about 1200 men, including 250
successful,
can farmer.
hall. Chamberlains marched in front
advantage of the people as they have people and they cannot hear the voice
strength and two years ago, at Frisco
cayalry and some arillery.
not been. There is a place for moth- of the poor man, but I believe that
of the funeral car and following it the
Interest
centered
today
apparently
diof
Instructed
board
the
synod
Rojas told ,an American who visited BRYAN AND WILwere the grand masters of ceremonies rectors
two addresses, one by Andrew er's meetings; there is a place for the the republican party will yield back
of the seminary to request his about
his camp last night that he had no inM. Soule, president of
the Georgia polling booths on election day. There to the people the power it obtained
WILL
MEET
monarch's
SON
bearing the departed
The board refused to
tention of taking Agua Prieta, as it
State
of
and Me is a place that should be used for fiom them and that it Is in the way
sword, and the master of the house- resignation.
College
Agriculture
IN LINCOLN. NEB. hold carrying the imperial sword of obey, but a committee headed by Dr. chanic Arts, speaking of "Agricultur-would be useless to him. He said he
; lublic meetings of various kinds, es
of becoming again today the champWilliam Rader, pastor of the Calvary al
merely wanted to draw out the fedion of the rights of the people.
state.
and education," and Peciauy for political discussion
development
erals so his men could slaughter
Presbyterian church, a close friend the other from Charles A. Conant,
"I believe the time is coming when
New York, N. Y., Sept. 13. GoverOn each side of the casket walked and
"It is true that a man whom I rethem. This forenoon he had apparent- nor Woodrow Wilson and William J.
supporter of Dr. Day, waited on of New York, entitled "Land and Ag- the government must limit the amount
officials
as one of the greatest men in
of
the
household
high
gard
carryhis
him
to
advise
resignation.
of money to be spent upon political
ly gone so far that the federals could Bryan, will meet in Lincoln October ing lighted candles.
ricultural Credits."
Theodore Roosevelt, has seen
history,
not locate him, even had they evinced 5, when
For eighteen years Dr. Day had held
Discussions as to plans for ex- campaigns. One of the ways in which nt to break
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they will speak from the same
temnomriiv am
a desire to do so.
be
this
is
could
done
the
The
his
chair.
by Using
specific charges tending a system of financial aid to
platform. This was announced by
1 ",J""5U am
Profound silence prevailed as the
13th CAVALRY TO START.
chool
for
houses
political meetings for 7"'
Governor Wilson before he left for cpsket was placed on the funeral car brought against him by the synod of farmers at needed times, were expect'n sympathy with a great manv of the
men regardless of party."
all
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he
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other
that
among
ed
to
taught
follow and it was considered
.
Seagirt today.
and all those gathered in the vicinity
pi uiuipiuH ue represents ana it is a
of the Thirteenth
U. S.
matter of great regret to me that I
quite possible that the convention
On the date mentioned Mr. Bryan of the palace bowed their heads. On things:
850
two
men,
1.
Cavalry,
pack trains, will have completed a stumping tour the top of the coffin
have not bee able to work in accord
That God never interrupted the might take official action asking that
ATTORNEYS
reposed a small
and a detachment from the hospital
with him. I firmly believe that within
white wooden tray on which the im- - orderly workings of nature; that ac- the government make appropriations
Pacific
northwest
and
the
through
TAKE ACPEAL four years he will be fighting side
corps, bound for the Mexican border coast
states, and Governor, Wilson will perial sword was placed. Then the counts of miracles in the foible are to with the view of introducing more agin response to orders issued from
:
by side wih us again.
doors of the car were shut and locket, be so explained that the occurrences ricultural courses Into schools and at
be on his second trip west.
Washington last week, begun today.
"I am not one of those who
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13. That Unit- may be regarded as having taken tempting to place scientific farming
the
candles
and
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McAdoo
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In
Acting
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four squadW. H. Sanborn erred believe that the democrats
to known laws of on a higher plane,
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Judge
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according
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by
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rons under the command of Colonel today that strong pressure
being
when he decided that the Kansas enemies of the people.
nature, and that if this cannot be
I and you
In alongside.
C A. P. Hatfield. The first squadron exerted by democratic leaders
When all the arrangements had been done the accounts are to be regard- ENTIRE FAMILY
presidential electors case couldn't be know too many of them whose word
The many parts of the country to have
departed shortly before noon.
ed as false.
decided in a court of equity, was the 1j just as good as our own and who
Yoshihito
and
Emperor
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expected
get under way
Princess
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being overwelmed with requests. representing the
of President Taft in Kan-- 1 believe they are wrong on economic
'"Dowager,
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ment
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which
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"There is only one- thing in which whose
Orders from the war department alto the United questions. I believe that they know
sas
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her
physicians
prohibited
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today
Council Bluffs, la., Sept. 13. The
lowed .Colonel Hatfield's command 34 Governor Wilson has let the cam- taking part in the ceremonies, and tions concerning Christ are not really
States court of appeals, sitting here. if Bryan's policies of government are
such.
dead
bodies
a
of
Martin
Mcboss
Thompson,
him," said Chairman
hours from the time of departure in paign
the princesses of the imperial family
3. That the stories of Jonah, of the farmer living six miles east of Coun- The Taft attorneys ask the court to no carried out, it will strike a blow
which to reach Fort Bliss, Texas, Adoo today, "and that is in the mat- came through the hall.
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were enjoin Secreary of State Charles H. at the industries of New Mexico.
and
Hebrews
Bluffs, his wife and son,
where it will be placed at the disposal ter of speaking engagements for him."
"! 8aid before and I wish to reiter- They entered their carriages and Daniel in the den of lions, are para- found in their home today. It is re Sessions from certifying to county
Steever.
General
ct
ate the statement that I believe that
X X X X XX XXXXXXXXX started off alone for Aoyama, in or- bles.
ham- clerks the names of eight presidential
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with
a
killed
ported
they
INVASION A HOAX.
ROYAL SUICIDE.
X
X der to be ready to receive the casket
mer. Officers have left for the scene electors, selected at the August pri- some ot the leader of the republican
Dr. Day denied these charges.
General X on itB arrival there.
o?
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 13. The mys- X Tokio, Sept. . 13.
the murders.
mary, who declare they will not sup- party have got too far away from the
"I believe in miracles," he told the
In this day the people are
people.
After
the
X
of
X
their
Count
"filibuster
of
Maresuke
majdeparture
terious
Nogi,
supreme
expedition"
port President Taft.
"To say that God cannot do
synod.
American soldiers of fortune into X military councillor, and his wife, X esties, the great procession formed in what He wills in His own world is MILITIA CALLED OUT
The hearing opened at 2 o'clock this iu closer touch with their state and
national government and have taken
Mexico could not stand the light of in- - X the Countess Nogi, committed Xjline. It was headed by twelve police leBg comp1Imentary than to call him
TO FIGHT FIRE. afternoon before the United States a
firmer hold on affairs.
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"His freedom is not curtailed, but
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 13. The
ra, it was learned today that the "In- X tion with the death of the late X tingents of military and naval guards u rather exprefl8ed Dy the orderly expected outbreak in the Cabin Creek and John H. Riner, of Cheyenne, Wyo. ernment be turned back to them. The
constitution of our state gave to the
X of honor. Then came the attendants
vaders" consisted of three Americans X Emperor Mutsuhito.
Attorney D. R. Hite, of Topeka, nortnlp tho rofprpnHnm Hut falloH n
workings of nature; but it finds ex- - district of the Kanawha coal field,
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General Count Nogi was a na- - X of hemp.
that they were to be arrested by the
of His will and power which we call under command of Major James purlers.
uenerai joiiu o. have done. They demand it and if
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and musical miraculous."
United States secret service officers X tional hero in Japan. It was he X Others
Pratt, are maintaining martial law, Dawson, representing Secretary of we fail to respond to the demand the
X who captured Port Arthur from X instruments of ancient types on which
for violating the neutrality laws.
came today when the stables of the State Charles H. Sessions, was sched- party will go down to defeat The
The men were said to have been X the Russians In 1904 and assur- - X they played dirges.
and L. W.
Ohley Coal Company at Ohley, were uled to foIIow-'Hite- ,
people own this big country and will
The funeral car was preceded im- X TARRED AND FEATHERED
of Kansas City, Kansas, was rule it.
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X destroyed by fire and an attempt was
masCount
X mediately by
Togo, grand
the line a great deal qf , worry and X the battle of Mukden.
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X
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their departure was the result of a X During the Salgo rebellion, X ter of ceremonies and Count Watana-be- .
Twenty-fiv- e
militiamen the Roosevelt electors.
company.
and broad enough to clean Its own
minister of the imperial, house- X Norwalk," Ohio, Sept. 13. A X drove off the men and it is believed
"frame up" by secret service men who X Nogi fought bravely and was X
house. We will welcome back those
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quietly informed them that if they X wounded, and was made a lieu- - X hold, who were flanked by torch bear- X young girl of Clarksfleld, Ohio, X that some were wounded.
who at r resent have Rtraved
iwiv
were in Douglas yesterday morning, X tenant colonel. He commanded X ers.
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infantry
back within less than four vears. Wa
e
war and cap- - X low banners, representing the sun and X dressed as men, who on Sunday X had been fired
the "invaders" quit Douglas before X the
at so many points that Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. Pro- - riust not give the people a plat-daybreak yesterday morning, after X tured Port Arthur in one day. X the moon in figured damask silk, the X night, induced the girl to take a X it was impossible to save it or its con posed increases in freight rates on fcrm of guttering generalities and we
giving it out that their departure part X In the outbreak of the Russo- - X sun in gold and the moon in silver, X walk and then tarred and X tents, Including fourteen horses and many commodities from southeastern must carry out everything promised
of a general plan for an American X Japanese war in 1904, General X accompanied the procession. Others X feathered her. The girl heeded X mules.
territory to Pacific coast points, were j it or we will be held responsible
X Nogi was appointed commander X bearing bows and arrows, shields and X their
invasion of Mexico.
Letters found today at the office of suspended today by the interstate D the people. I favor a law giving
warning and disappeared. X
' U. S. District Attorney J. E. Morri- X of the Third army. His forces X halberds and other old material equip-- X She was
e
charged with flirting. X Mucklow Coal company and in the commerce commission until December the people a
grazing home--'
Still other attend- - X Leaders of the ' tar
took 203 meter hill, after terri- - X ' ments followed.
son declared today that no warrants
se- - X houses of a number of employes warn 31 to afford opportunities for investi- stead at least.
The republican party
party"
com- favors a system of reservoirs under
had been issued for the men and that X ble slaughter, and also destroyed X ants carried sacred trees, caskets of X lected a lonely spot, in the coun- - X ed the company and the men that If gation. The
an investigation by him showed that X the Russion squadron in the port. X offerings, paper prayer strips, gongs, X try where they stripped the girl X the mine was started or if the men pany filed the tariff some time ago. which the homesteader can, by placthe invasion was ,a hoax. The three X General Nogi personally received X peculiar shaped drums and flutes.- In- X and administered the tar. After- - X attempted to go to work, the buildings From the southeastern territory, the ing a mortgage on their land, take the
men were said to have crossed the X General StoesBel's proposal to X terspersed among them hundred of X ward she was warned to leave X would be dynamited and the workings principal incrases on furniture vary central of the water away from the
X surrender Port Arthur.
X
X town or "worse would follow."
X blown up. No effort has been made from 30 cents to $1.05 per hundred
Continued en Paa Faur.
N X X X X X X X X X X X X X.
(Continued on rage FIvt.),
iXXXXXXXXXXXXXXsUo start the mine.
(Continued on page four).
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tions.
"While the public has not yet realnature of extenized the
sion teaching so far as agricultural
topics are concerned, the work has already made remarkable progress. Six
years ago practically nothing had
been done a'ong this line save the
organization of farmers' institutes.
Now there are extension departments In more than thity states, employing several hundred men as specialists.
"It is now conceded that the
colleges and experiment stations have had a marvellous indevelopfluence on the economic
ment of the United States. It Is quite
certian that th service which these
institutions have rendered up to the
present time is to be greatly magnified through the development of their
extension teaching facilities.'"

Detroit, Sept. 13. The need of extension teaching In agriculture, what
such instruction should Include, plans
for organizing the work involved in a
education
campaign of agricultural

and what has been accomplished already, were discussed today by Andrew M. Soule, president of the Georgia
Mr.
State College of Agriculture.
Soul's address in part follows:
"The subject matter considered under this caption may be divided into JOHN ROBERTS
four sections. First, is there need of
IS AGAIN IN
extension teaching In agriculture?
teachLIMELIGHT
extension
should
Second, what
ing include? Third, sugestions for
the organization of the work along
Several Santa Feans have been the
Fourth, some data
efficient lines.
of much photographic atrecipients
and
to
the
progress
with reference
from John W. Roberts, executention
inof
method
results attained by this
tive clerk of Governor Mills, (1910);
struction.
George
secretary to Congressman
our
agriof
"The present condition
at Chi(1911) and
Curry
eviis
It
culture is unsatisfactory.
huahua, (1912),
dent to the most casual observer that
Mr. Roberts latest post Is said to
has
In
soil
fertility
a great depletion
be gratifying to both republicans and
has
nor
taken place in recent years;
and the
The democrats in Washington
malpractice been arrested.
is again shedding
diplomat
embyonic
yields per acre of our farm crops lustre on his native state of New Mexhave fallen to an alarming degree and ico owing to his social gifts of a high
this in spite of the sporadic efforts order. A large photograph just remade here and there to maintain or ceived shows Mr. Roberts taking a
increase yields on the part of the prominent part at a banquet tendered
farmer by the use of various soil General Huerta by his subordinates at
amendments. The situation is there- Chihuahua, with the British, Spanish,
fore one of national concern, and the Russian and German consuls as guests
importance of the case cannot easily of honor. Anoher picture portrays Mr.
be overstated.
Roberts as a "companero" of General
"There is much talk at the present Orozco the great
warrior's face
to
the
time of the movement back
harshness. And
some
its
of
losing
land. The great need is to point out still another picture, which is the
to the land owner, and to the boy and 'niece de resistance" of the Chihua
s
the girl living n the country the
hua photographic artist, is taken of
of farming where scientific
Roberts seated at his
policies are inaugurated, and when desk, an important state document bewill
this is done the urban movement
and a
fore him, and a
have been checkmated.
girdle of steel bullets in the forethe legend:
"Farmers obviously need help in grounds
suggesting
many directions, and it is essential "The pop gun is mightier than the
that It he brought to them as quickly pen." Mr. Roberts is frowning omas possible and In the most accept- inously, and well he might for it has
able and easily understood manner. been said with truth: "The position
Th
suggestion that an of an American In Chihuahua in these
he perilous times may be embarrassing,
revolution
may
agricultural
brought about is one of the facts now not to say perilous."
as well demonstarted as man's mastery of electricity; but little has ever
been done to put the knowledge which THE BEST FRUITS
is to bring about this desirable result
DO NOT BRING
in an acceptable form within the
BEST RESULTS
reach of those who possess it if the
end sought is to be attained. IntelliThe best fruits do not always make
gent consideration calls for a definition nf what extension teaching may the best preserves.
True with cherprobably include. Generally speaking ries, no one would think of preserving
it may be regarded as a metnoa 01 the sweet kinds of the black Tartarian
disseminating information on all top- or Oxheart, but the Richmond which
ics related to agriculture in the broad- has a clear, sour flavor makes a deest sense of the word.
licious preserve. In the same way,
"Under systematic instruction may an ordinary apple, no matter how high
be included what Is known as the ex- flavored, does not make a good jam or
tension school, which undertakes, as jelly; but a Siberian or Transcendent
its name shows, to carry on definite crab is excellent and sprightly, no
Instructions alone certain lines into matter how preserved.
a given community for a period ot
A Sampson plum is a poor thing to
three days to a month. This is
eat, but the English think that there
one of the most efficient forms 1 i no preserve equal to it, and it thereot extension teaching which can be in fore brings the highest market price.
The most delicate and delicious preaugurated in any state.
"The experimental farm or definite serve of the whole list Is that made
soil test area follow next in import of White Nectarines, presered whole;
ance. Correspondance courses would but they are not as large or so beaube found helpful. The lecture and tiful as the high colored varieties.
Quince preserves or jellies are
reading course will also be found
In among the richest that are to be
helpful in many communities.
other instances study clubs may be found; but very few care to eat a
formed, and last but not least under quince as it comes from the tree. So
this division would be ranked the It runs through the entire variety of
work of the boys' and girls' clubs.
fruits, and the young housekeeper
"Under the head of Informal teach- should be governed accordingly when
ing probably the most efficient agency the time for preserving comes.
is the farmers institute. Then would
come the farmers week generally arranged for at the Agricultural Col- NEW LAND DEALS
lege Conferences of one kind and anAT CARLSBAD
other may be arranged either at the
centers.
college or in various local
Carlsbad, N. M., Sept. 12. Several
The occasional lecture would come
deals in lands under the
important
head.
under this
have just been closCarlsbad
project
"Under obpect lesson teaching may
, 160 acres
A.
ed.
J.
purchased
Hardy
bo grouped the farm demonstration
Otis. Fifty acres of this is well
near
exhifair
the
the
special train,
work,
improved, being in alfalfa and having
bit the educational excursion and fair
buildings. The other part is unThese should include
publications.
Mr. Hardy is aready at
improved.
the press bulletins sent out weekly or work tireDaring this land to get as
or
agricultural much as possible planted to alfalfa
monthly, the leaflet
periodical, series of popular bulletins, this fall. Mrs. Ashcraft bougnt bu
and traveling agricultural liberties.
acres adjoining Mr. Hardy. This is
"The work must be carefully argan-ize- well improved, having a new commo
and efficiently manned where dious residence and other improveeffective serive is contemplated. The ments. W. A. Dunlavy has purchased
men chosen for this line of work 80 acres of the old Vineyard stock
must be experts in fact and reality. farm. He will continue the improveof the work it ment plans already under way on this
In the administration
will be well to have an executive se place.
Th schools of Carlsbad opened yes
cretary or a director of the extension
service with a staff of men and cleks terday with a larger attendance than
under his control. This constitutes heretofore. The superintendent, W. A.
the nucleus for the organization and Poore has introduced a number of im
direction of the work. The experts provements in the course of study. A
a labor
needed in Agronomy, horticulture, onmnlpte husiness course and
will
add to
in
course
chemistry
chematory
animal husbantry, agriculture,
of the schools. The corps
efficiency
the
the
from
be
will
delegated
etc.,
istry,
Increased to 17.
members of the specialized staffs of of teachers has beenall the teachers
school
the
In
high
of
the
heads
these departments by
college graduates.
the same on request of the extension areThe
district court is cleaning up me
director.
docket
rapidly. The grand jury found
withwork
"In organizing extension
to do and returned only one im- little
colin the confines of any state, the
lege should, of course, undertake to
HOW'S THIS?
establish a satisfactory relationship
Hundred Dollars Re
w
fine
nffr
with all other agencies at work there- ward for
of Catarrh that cancase
any
in. These agencies may include the
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
not
Experiment Station, the State DepartF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ment of Agriculture, farmers', instiWe. the undersigned, have known
tute organizations, normal schools,
.r Cheney for t'he last 15 years, and
district agriculture schools and the believe him perfectly honorable in all
U. S. Department of Agriculture. A business transactions ana nnanciauy
plan of wrok can general- able to carry out any obligations
ly be arrived at which will be satis- made by his firm.
factory and enable all to work toget- NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
her in harmony and with greater sucToledo, v.
cess than if they endeavored to operHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ate Independently. The number of ally, acting directly upon the blood
agencies to consider and the relation- and mucous surfaces, of the system.
sent free. Price 75
ship which they shall bear to each Testimonials
other, and the nature and extent of cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
the work undertaken by each can gists.
Take Hall's Family PHI" lor con- by
only be properly determined
condi
local
the
of
existing
tipation.
knowledge
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
ALFALFA SEED.

All

STOCK FOOD.

INTERNATIONAL

kinds of flowers,

f ardeo

seeds in bulk and packaies

& field

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

UCnCU
llCWl

r?f
iCVJ
f

Phone Black

45

E Iola

45

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

Phone Black

1

jay

Most progressive

house.

families

are

it to

adding

3

their homes.
(7he

vice-cons-

Majestic Range

gives more hot

water, with

less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water
bath and &7cien.

FOE SMJE

HARDWARE CO.

WOOD-DAVI- S

If

'BY

for both

It's Hardware, We Have It,

posi-bilitie-

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Street, Near

Vard 333 Hickox

Phone, Red

Union Depot.

Phone, Red 100

100

100

Phone, Red

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Si ANDRETAIL WOOd
WOOD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

.

FACTORY

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

Vice-Cons-

pro-hahl-

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

is

waking up to the fact
tnat nothing else is as conducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the

.

First-Clas-

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

Phone Main IJ9

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
'Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meala 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 2Gc and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Snort Orders at All Honrs.
Good
hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare covered$5.00 round trip.- Teams
(Trench Noodle Order 10c
din,
furnished commensal men to take In
Kew York Chop Suoy 50c. the surrounding tonne. Wire Knbude
SUtlon- -

-

t

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,
ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
.v- -

13,

agri-cutur-

" Soltaire ' Goods.

I'

SEPT.

C k I PHD MI

A Goinf

LAUrUllniA
LOS ANGELES

and

via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returninf
"same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

$46.90

For farther information address Eugene Fox, Oen'l Passenger 'Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A.COOME&Y General

Manager

N. M. C. R.

R,

SANTA FE, N. At

v

d

r.-
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portant bill. This was against Clemin-t- a
Cardines, charged with murder. He
saved the expense of a trial by pleading guilty, though he claims that the
killing was in self defense.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

's

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijrh Ball Ginger Ale

The attraction at the Elks Theater
Tuesday, September 17h, is A. G.
original Studebaker Theater,
Chicago, production of George Barr
McCutcheon's most popular and best
selling novel, "Beverly," a dramatized Delivered
from the novel "Beverly of Graustark"
by Robert M. Baker. In the play the
lines of the book have been very
closely followed by the author, and
the result is an almost perfect dramatization of a most fascinating story.
No expense has been spared by the
producers as to cast or scenic equipment which add materially in the
delightful presentation of the play.
Dela-maer-

:

to your house.

Patronize home Industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

JS

X

XXXXXXXSX
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X
SUMMER FOOD OFTEN
CAUSES DYSPEPSIA. St
''

Their Effect on the Digestive X
X
Organs Responsible for Many $
X
of the Reason's Ills.
Summer should he the season of
perfect health, hut impure water and
milk, unripe fruit, and the tendency
to indulge in acid foods and iced
drinks,' produces a contrary condition
ia many people.
The effect of the average summer
diet is to constipate even normally
regular bowels, and this results in
disarranging the entire digestive system. When to? bowels are choked
with the stomach's refuse, indigestion
is almost sure to Wow and the waste
matter that should pass out through
the bowels, not finding passage, ferments in the stomach and the poisons
are forced into the blood, causing
much distress and often serious illness.
To keep the bowels free there is no
more effective remedy than Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This is a pleasant-tasting
bowel stimulant and laxative tonic that is very gentle in its
action
bringing relief in an easy,
natural manner, and without discomfort. A spoonful of Syrup Pepsin
will quickly check summed diarrhoea
by cleansing the bowels and removing
the foreign matter that irritates and
inflames the tissue. It is sold in drug
stores for fifty cents a bottle; a large
family size, considerably more than
twice the quantity, costs a dollar. II
you have never used Syrup Pepsin
and would like a free trial bottle,
postpaid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
40G Washington St., Monticello,

JULIUS MURALTER

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS,
tant

Electricity plays a most Imporpart. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER
N

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght Estimates and full infor
mation cheeerfully given.

if

I
,1s

If

I
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO I

The Tailor
Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
iPhoneJlack

22J.

Coeds Called for and Delivered.

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

'ill

SEPT.
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THE CAPITAL TAILOR

PACE THRES

AkwBK Letter
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W. W. Farley, caught the man a block away. He
state excise commissioner, has made gave his name as Louis Miller. He
good his promise and started to extin- is held on a charge of attempted grand
guish, through due process of law, the larceny.
twinkling lights of joy that keep New
After a strike that was called June
Yorkers out of bed after the last car
20, and in the course of which many
has ceased to run.

look as if they were made
for us,Store Clothes are
all right for people who "dont

care" but it is certainly more
economical even for the "dont
care" man to have a tailor-mad- e
suit because it will last
longer, fit better and look
more like prosperity than
"the ready" made brand. Y.

See if

I

I

The Capital Tailor
NEW MEXICO

Clothes.-S-

e

ee

MILITARY

riots and fights resulted from clashes
Rotund proprietors and cafe owners between the
members of the union and
made hurried trips to various poll;
strikebreakers,
eight thousand fur
office
even
to
the excise
ticians, and
workers prepared to return to work
in the Metropolitan building today,
here today. The settlement was an
and with hearts bowed down swore nounced
yesterday following a conferto
the
last
hereafter and forever
put
ence between representatives of the
cork in the bottle five minutes before manufacturers and he Hev. Dr.
Judah
1 o'clock.
Thirty excise violations L Magnes in behalf of the strikers.
were placed on the supreme court cal- The terms of settlement
provide for
excise department an Increased wage, an
endar by the
day,
through its counsel. Motions were recognition of the union and Saturday
made to have the defendant's liquor half
holidays.
tax certificates revoked. Four were
A mammoth touring car, valued at
heard and m each Justice Delaney
$G500 was ground to bits between two
granted the motion.
cars, on north bound and the
trolley
Besides the cases that are already other south-bounon the Southern
called for trial, the commissioner has boulevard in the Bronx
more than a hundred others' and it is The motor car had been early today.
running at
those that worry the hosts along
high speed behind the south-bounMost
them
of
been
have
Broadway.
car and pulled suddenly over to the
warned by Farley that no wine was to north-bountrack to pass the car.
be gazed upon after 1 o'clock and that Just then the north bound
car came
the giddy, whirling cabarets must be
and crushed the big machine as
along
silenced at that hour.
if it had been caught in a pair of
The Rev. John ..uchos, a Roman giant scissors. There were three per
Catholic priest from Olyphant, Pa., sons in the motor, but they were all
In New York on a business trip, was thrown clear of the wreck and
escap
the hero of a fight with a pickpocket ed injury.
on a Madison avenue surface car early
To be kind, Mrs. Margaret Thomptoday. According to the priest, he son assisted her neighbor to
hang up
was standing on the platform when her
'
out over the
he felt a hand in his hip pocket, fire washing. Reaching
escape edge on the fourth floor
where he had a wallet filled with she fell
and was killed.
and
He
the
hand
money.
grabbed
Captain
"Big Bill" Hodgins of the
musin
a
a fight with
found himself
cular individual, who evidenced con- Bronx precinct has a Turkish slave he
siderable fistic ability. After a brief does not want, lie rescued Shlek
Nasi from a mob and the shlek now
scramble on the floor of the car,
several women passengers spends his days curled up on Hodgins'
went Into hysterics, the pickpocket doorstep.
Antonio Janke, a milk man, climbbroke loose and leaped from the car.
The priest, his frock awry, followed ing a tenement stairs with his wares,
Into the treet and chased the thief. saw a lighted bomb in his path. He
A policeman joined the chase and emptied his milk can on it.

INSTITUTE

I

SNAPSHOT OF BULL MOOSE CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'TheWestPoin of ths Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3,700feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout thu entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
ejsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents
En A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
CT. JOHN W.
PlE, Secretary.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
September 18th, 1912.

For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
and return atone and one-fiffare for the round trip from all
points in New Mexico.
th

$4.15

that we

FROM SANTA

Return Limit, Sept. 19th.

H. S. LUTZ,

EACH SHOE

-

-

AGENT

to
Porch, Park

IS THE TIME

NOW

IS AN EXCLUSIVE

land Lawn Sets, Swings
Awningsand Screensmade
to order by one who knows
CREATION
Frwlt Ladders a
how.
from America's Leading specialty.

Fashion Authorities
Footwear.
Leathers

in
of

Gun Metal, Calf. Patent
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,
Velvet, Etc.

J.F.RHOADS
04 Galisteo
J

Telephone

157 W.

::

Street

SANTA FE, N. M

ECOMONY
GROCERY

We've some beautiful styles in
Dull Mat and Cloth Tops

"All

PRICED SHOES $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
Shoe Luxury, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Go

at Right Prices"

ids

13 THE MOTTO OF

J.

Our Medium Priced Shoes are the best values ever offered at the prices. Our Shoes
of Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.

H. BLAIN,

OFFICIAL NEWS!

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309 San Francisco Street
Mexico, on the 10th day of October,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales, Es- tanislao Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
of Ildefonso, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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Work for the New Mexican. It la
A Want Ad. In the New Mexican
OSCAR S. STRAUSS (IN CENTER) JUST AFTER
working for you, for Santa Fe and sees more people In one
day than you GRESSIVE NOMINATION BY ACCLAMATION.
the new state.
can see in a month. Try one.

RECEIVING

he

k Feast of Barariins
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.""'"r'

g

three-quarter-

2

2

1-- 2

2

2

PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's history had
a feast of bargains as they have had at our GOING OUT OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE YOU REALLY GOING TO QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the markets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.

THE

7

ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER

JAPANESE

KIM0NAS.

Long Kimonai very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
...65c 35c
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.

Juat few eft
Pattern

fine Marquisette full width

AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS

Juat a few of the very beat quality all
and

$12,

Now

wool Voilea and Panamas,
$3j $6

Y0UNH NEN'S OVERCOATS.

It

will pay you boya to buy It now for you will need It In another
week or two. Kirachbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
length ulster that should keep you warm and anug . .
$10, $5
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS

An article we all need but aeldom can And. You can now get two
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
for one.
High Grade Gloria Silka beat made at any price, $2.50 and $3.... $1.50
Another lot fully' guaranteed aame make, $1.50, $2
...$1
Third assortment beat valuea ever known, 75c and $1...,.....!45c

t

a

:

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

The biggest atock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay In a
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c... 5c
Linnen Torchons, 10, 121-- 2 and 15c grades
5c
5 and 10c
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Baby ribbona that were 2 yarda for 5c to cloae at 10 yards
Niagara made high grade 712, 10 and 15c grades
RIBBONS

$8, $11, $4.35, $6
PANAMA

$6, $10

six yards to the

Best wired hair ribbona 35c gradea
A FEW HIGH GRADE

5c
Be

20c

SWITCHES LEFT.

3 oz. 26 Inches long high grade human hair valuea from $3.50 to $4,
now
,.$2.10
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
$1.65
Third grade all fully guaranteed beat value ever shown $2, now.. 85c
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for...... $12.50
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS

or ao from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
..25c
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
.'.$7.50
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50
$1.00
A dozen

W.N. TOWNSEND & CO.
if

V'';

Jr.

f
million head
mately one and
of cattle and horses and seven and Department of tne Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
f
million head of sheep and
Aug. 22, 1912.
t
lands each
goats occupy
GET A CROSSING.
Notice is
P..
An example of the work performed year- - These figures do not include Gonzales of hereby given that Jose
Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
three
hundred
thousand
calves
nearly
by the state corporation commission
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
was seen today in a i communication and over four million lamb and kids No.
for NE
Section
for
whlcn
not
are
required,
received from W. W. Clark, secretary
3b, Townsihip 19 North, Range 10 East,
Tne experts of the department
and manager of 'the Folsom Lumber
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
staling his desire to have a Iieve that when the ranges which notice of intention to make
r
were
denuded
by many years of
to establish claim to the land
crossing built by the Colorado and
proof
Railway company. It ap-- ! PrPer' use are restored to a normal above described, before Register or
it will be Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
pears the railroad has cut through his condition of productivity
" pruvmu ieea lor a mucn Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th dav of
property, separating his home from
his lands. The commission at once 'arer number of stock without injury October, 1912.
growths or watersheds, and
wrote the railroad officials about the
Claimant names as witnesses:
"c
"""""-inmatter and have received a letter stat- - "
Eucamacion Gonzales,
Francisco
f.'V
8 wlU
f
thus
?enf Dominguez, M. Dominguez and Rafael
produ?
that a crossing has been installed!"
s
of a mile north of
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
being made to determine practicable
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Emery gap.
means of
regenerating
depleted
CHANGING OFFICES.
Register.
ranges. All of the studies which are
It looks like a house cleaning at about to be intitiated have this point
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the capltol today, owing to the chang- in view.
ing of offices. The rooms now occuDepartment of the Interior,
pied by the attorney general are to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
serve as offices for the judges of the
Department of the Interior,
supreme court. The attorney general
August 22, 1912.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Jose N.
and assistant attorney general will
1912.
15,
August
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M.,
on
move their desks into the offices of
Notice is herebv civen that David May 27, 1907, made Homesteadwho,
the adjutant general. Of course the
Entry
of Pojoaque, New Mexico, No. 11515, for S
Quintana,
SE
Section 33,
adjutant general will be given other who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead S
SW
Section 34, Township
rooms.
NE 15 North,
SE
Entry No. 010716, for S
Range 9 East, N. M. P.
HONOR FOR MRS. WHITE.
N
S
SE
NE
SE 4 Meridian, has filed notice of intenA telegram
received last night SW
NE
S
NE
SW
tion to make
proof, to establish
states that the executive board of the ne
SW
E
SW
NE
claim to the land above described, beNational Federation of Woman's clubs SE
4
NW
SW
W
NE
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
meeting in French Lick Springs, Indi- - NE
E
SE
NW
SE
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
ana, has elected Mrs. Theresa B. E
NW
NW
SE
Section the 15th day of October, 1912.
White, of this city, a member of the 10, Township 19 N., Jtange 6 E., N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
national board on household econom- - P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenJuan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Au
ics of the federation. Mrs. White is tion to make three-yea- r
proof, to es- gustine Montoya, Estanislado
Pena,
the state director of industrial educa- tablish claim to the land above de- all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
tion in New Mexico and a member scribed, before Register or Receiver,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of the state board of household eco- U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Register.
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Dates of Sale, Sept. I7lh and 18th

have here spread out for
your choosing!

John Pflueger

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue, address,

r

WILL BE IN

1912.

:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
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a beautiful array
DT'S the Women's Fall

dur-whic- h

the Capital Tailor

W. A. F1NLAV.

ROOSEVELT

WOMEN'S SHOES

d

A. E. SYUFY,

Ready-Mad-

THEODORE
..W-

t- -

IN

d

Come to the Capital Tailor
and choose a snappy pattern.

Never Mind About the

,

-

1

d

is not Best

Tailor-mad- e

-.-

THE BEST

New York, Sept. 13.

Since we must wear clothes-l- et
us wear the kind that

;r

ir
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1--

2

2

1-- 4

nomics.
EDUCATIONAL
At the meeting of
or equalization
held
Frank H. H. Roberts,
New Mexico Normal

MATTERS.
the state board
recently. Dr.
president of the
University, was
authorized to prepare a manuscript on
the plan of the civil government book
used by Wyoming schools to serve as
the textbook for New Mexico. The
manuscript is to be submitted to the
state board of education for approval.
,. B.
The board listened to both
Prince and B. M. Read on the matter of a textbook of New Mexico, both
Mr. Prince and Mr. Read being his-- :
torians of New Mexico
The board has requested school book
publishers to maintain an agency at
Mountainair. Arrangements are being!
made for the handling of second hand
school books in each community.
FORESTRY MATTERS.
Secretary Wilson of the United
States Department of Agriculture has
decided to establish an experiment
station on the Manti National forest,)
near Ephriam, Utah, for the study of
grazing and water protection prob-- j
lems.
In fact, bids for the construe-- ,
tion of the necessary buildings have
beeii" received and it is expected to;
have the station in working order before winter. Already the gathering of
observations on the relations of ero-- j
sion and run off to the forest cover
have begun.
The national forests provide range1
during a part or all of the year fori
a considerable part of the stock pro-- j
duced in the western states. Approxl-- i
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4
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver!

& Rio

Grande

IN EFFECT,

June 1st to Septembei 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

1A6e Fduft
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news

out the state, as enacted
by the
present republican legislature and
pledge the support of the party in favor of the half million dollar bond issue, to be voted upon at the coming
election.
We approve of the policles'of conservation of our natural resources, a
I
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of policy which is distinctly republican,
but such conservation should be carLemp's Beer will kill your ried out wiht a view to every possible
There's a Mighty Small Crop of Good
There is a big field for men who
I
enjoyment of such resources by the
can umpire. The salary is big and the A thirst!
Umpires in Spite of
Ulass of California Wine will present generation, and that such polCrowds on the Bleachers, Says
possibilities large. It would seem'
icy should not prevent the opening to
put blood in your veins !
League President.
more would embark In the profession,
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
settlement of all the public domain
I guess the old saying that umpires
will make you forget your capable of being made into homes for
(By President Tom Lynch.)
are born, not made, explains the
actual settlers.
troubles!
"The umpiring this year is the
derath of baseball judges better than
We favor the enactment of a law
other
any
theory.
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
worst ever." Such is the gist of hunfor state wide primaries for
providing
seems
At
a
ball
game every person
dreds of letters I receive every year.
the
nomination
of all officers, includto know more about running the game IMPORTED
Other presidents of baseball leagues
ing United States; senators.
men
are
who
for
than
the
their
paid
are up against the same proposition.
We heartily endorse the proposed
and DOMESTIC WIUn
services in that line. With this con-- 1
to our state constitution,
amendment
'Whjrdon't you get some young
255
San
Phone
Francisco St.
2J9 W
dltlon existing one would think it
men to replace a lot of those blind
the
abolishing
language qualification
1
I '
v
"would be easy to get good umpires.
men?"- feuch is the question I am confor state officers and members of the
a
one
is
to
however,
thing,
umpire
lit
the route from the palace to Aayama. legislature and recommend its adoptinually asked from all quarters;
ball game from the stand, and an- All those who
''
in the tion to the voters of New Mexico.
participated
Where did they grab that busher?
other to judge plays oh the field.
We commend the repubican legislawere on foot. The procescortege
He is the worst I ever say." Such is
It would be necessary to use the sion moved from
the palace through ture of New Mexico upon the many
the opinion expressed by thousands,
kind of a stimulant to get the
strongest
and
over
the great double beneficial laws enacted In the Interests
grounds
when I attempt to dig as-- umpire mawho-caumone out of ten thousand
used
the
bridge
a
only
emperor him- of the people, especially the good
by
from
the
bushes."
youngster
terial,
pire in the stand, to officiate on the self and by foreign ambassadors and roads measures, the corrupt practice
The trouble of the umpires are the
field.
act and primary law.
great dignitaries.
troubles of the president. When the
The object of the federal public
Umpires are scarce because critics
A great throng filled the space on
staff of umpires are working smoothto umpire from the grand- the other side of the bridge, and a pe- land was being to develop the great
prefer
is
there
to
little
ruffle
the presily,
stand. Jobs that pay from three to culiar effect was produced, as the pro- public domain of the west as well as
dential brow. Managers and club ownprovide homes for our people.
ers have a hard time digging un star TOM LYNCH, PRESIDENT OF THE four thousand a summer would not go cession passed through their mute to We
favor the inauguration of a libbegging for want of talent if they ranks, only the sound of weird Shinto
LEAGUE.
NATIONAL
man
who
but
ever
has
players,
any
eral policy in disposing of the agriwere not hard to fill.
music
was
scene
heard.
The
being
served as president of any baseball
He is ofter said to
good umpire.
Never was there a bigger field for an impressive and spectacular one. cultural public lands and advocate
organization, will tell you that secur- "have
promise," but seldom is he pro- the young umpire than at present. The route took the procession past the passage of laws providing for
ing a staff of star umpires is prachomesteads of at least 640 acres in
The veterans, Emslie and Sheridan, most of the
nounced "ready."
public buildings and emtically impossible.
sections of the west with
are about ready to pass out of service. bassies, including that of the United
The success of the umpire largely
While baseball Is the same old game
the right to secure patent therefor by
They would retire at once If good men States.
In the minors or majors, and umpire depends on the confidence of the play- could be
proof of three years' residence theresecured. Johnstone, Conwho has ever made the jump, well er. Confidence is not established over
on, and the minimum amount of culnolly, O'Loughlin, Egan and others NATHAN JAFFA TO
knows that he has to start over again, night. New umpires don't become val- have been at the
tivation thereof, consistent with good
game a long time,
RUN FOR CONGRESS.
when he hits the big league.
faith.
uable until they nave been in the have amassed a nice bank roll and
We further advocate the' segregaNo young umpire is ever labeled a majors three years.
soon will be quitting the game.
Continued irom rage One.
tion of the
portions
of the public domain, valuable only
themgovernment and manage it
for range and grazing purposes, and
chances.
311 selves.
91
Boston
41
the
opening of the same to entry for
"It is the club that runs the bases
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
"I favor a geological survey of the
purposes in blocks of at
grazing
with judgment that wins, not the one
Won ' Lost Pet. state lands and that we of this state least four
sections, patents to the
'
that runs hog wild. Besides this the Boston
38 .714 ofter every facility possible for build-- .
. . ..95
said lands to issue upon compliance
'
(By E. A. BATCHELOR, in Detroit Red Sox have in Bill Carrigan one Philadelphia
605 ing every mile of railroad
53
SI
possible with reasonable requirements as to
Free Press.)
of the brainiest men In the country Washington
65 .596 in this state and that we Invite the nnsrvnHnn
SI
n(1
of crosses.
rpll!n
If Tyrus Raymond Cobb knows and he may be depended on to out- Chicago
69 .481 people in with money and afford them
64
water
and
other im- of
development
anything about it, and there are a guess McGraw's 'speed marvels' and Detroit
74 .456
62
"
uui
the
lands so
piuvruuH,
provements
adopting
lot of people who hold the opinion keep them from doing very much Cleveland
75 .440 ation shall control a single man in
59
entered to the increased production of
that he does Boston will win, the thieving when it counts. McGraw has New York
4S
85 .361 New Mexico. Whenever a great party
cattle, sheep and other livestock.
World's series this fall, assuming that a lot of fast
87 .346 proves recreant to the humblest citi46
players, in fact, most of St. Louis
We favor the adoption of the bill
the Red Sox find themselves opposed his club is good on the bases, but opcalled
be
will
or
zen
sooner
it
later
WESTERN LEAGUE.
for vocational education,
providnig
to the New York Giants.
Ty takes posed to a backstop of Carrigan's
tries
introduced in the senate of the United
Won Lost Pet. to account. If any corporation
it for granted the New Yorkers' pres class they will not be able to take the
republican party States by Senator Page, of Vermont,,
59 .593 to dictate to the
..86
ent lead will carry them through the scandelous liberties that they do with Denver
83
64
.566 they should be prosecuted under the and urge our senators to do everyOmaha
balance of the season in making this some of the National league
No corporation has any
65 .555 law.I say.
81
St. Joseph
thing in their power to aid in the
prediction, though he is none too san67 .525 right to be in politics."
74
Des
Moines
passage of that bill as of the highest
guine about thin,
Senator Fall presided as perma- importance to the American people
72
76 .4S7
Lincoln
GANZEL A GOOD MANAGER.
Superior pitching, batting and fieldIn conclusion, we, with all New
68
75 .475 nent chairman, R. L. Baca as permaSioux City
ing are the points on which Tyrus beJohn Ganzel, who as manager of the Wichita
When nominations Mexico, mourn the untimely loss of
77 .473 nent secretary.
....69
lieves the Hub outfit will grab the
4S
98 .329 for congress were made, Elfigo Baca Hon. Solomon Luna.
Rochesters, has won three pennants
By his death
long end of the big split in October. in succession and seems to be in a Topeka
and Nathan Jaffa were placed before New Mexico has lost one of her most
Here Is the way he sizes up the situafair way to capture another this year,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
the convention, Mr. Baca withdrawing able and patriotic citizens, his family
tion:
will handle a major league
There were a devoted husband and brother; his
In favor of Mr. Jaffa.
probably
"If the Red Sox get away with the
next season. He didn't come up
NATIONAL.
five nominations for presidential elec-- ; friends, a most generous and loyal as- American league pennant as I fully team
to expectations when he managed the
sociate; the republican party, one of
St. Louis at New York.
tors as follows:
expect them to do, they certainly can
its greatest leaders
five
he
Reds
Cincinnati
Boston.
but
at
Grant
of
ago,
Chicago
years
Mott
County;
Fowler,
down the Giants in the world's series,
of
to
at
a
didn't
Levi
much
chance
have
Union
of
prove
Philadelphia.
county;
Pittsburg
not perhaps In such easy fashion as
Gallegos,
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
Hughes, of Santa Fe county; Jose I. PARKS NOW AHEAD
they did in 1909, but in such a con- his worth. Ganzel has shown real
Aragon, of Socorro county; Juan J.
vincing manner as to leave no doubt merit in Rochester, however, and it is
STEWART STILL
AMERICAN.
said that he has received offers from
asito which is the better ball club.
Clancy, of Guadalupe county. The
New York at Chicago.
"In the first place, I do not con-- 1 several major league clubs which are
roll call was not necessary as it was
RACE CLAIMS
Boston at St. Louis.
aider the Giants any better than two searching for managerial timber,
well understood who the three men
other clubs that I might name In the
would be. However, the roll stood
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13. With reTIGERS HAVE NEW TWIRLER. ;.. Washington at Detroit.
American league. That the Red SoX
Hughes 278, Gallegos 260, Fowler 193, turns from
eight small counties missare the best team in their own orPresident Navin of. Detroit has
Aragon 113, Clancy 28.
ing, Taft headquarters today issued a
conganization seems to me to be proved bought Carl Zamloch, a t wirier, from
the
The resolutions adopted by
GAMES.
statement declaring the gubernatorial
by their steady and consistent play the Missoula (Mont.) club of the Un- vention were as follows:
nomination in Tuesday's primaries for.
won
to
the
front
their
ing. They
way
ion association.
McGuire, the Tiger
RESOLUTIONS.
C. C. Parks, bv 1500.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
P. Tt Stewart.
gradually, increased their lead and scout, went out to have a look at Zamof the state of progressive, and his manager, refused
the
We,
republicans
held it. They gained their place by loch,
R. H. E. New Mexico, m delegate convention t0 admit defeat Baying it would take
At New York
whereupon he pitched a one hit
bard and steady battling and through
8
3
0 assembled, pledge our allegiance tothe official count to settle the con-thgame
against Salt Lake City. He is New York
the
Athletics
and
the
best
beating
also used at first base in a pinch. He St. Louis
2
5 0
republican party and especially to test
did
of their other rivals.
not
They
.
base In the Coast
at
third
,,
Sal- - the principles of that party as ex-- j
began
and
Wiltse
Wilson;
Marquard,
gain any almost invincible lead at league after he had played on a col- lee
in the platform of the repub- - MarUn of the
pressed
and
Wingo.
essive
committee
the start by fattening up on the weakin
R. H. E. lican convention held at Chicago
lege team. He has won ten out of
At Brooklyn
!gave out a statement in which he said
er teams.
twelve games for Missoula this sea Brooklyn
4 9
3 June, 1912.
Stewart would contest the vote in
"They are up on top now and play- son. Navin paid $2000 cash for him. Cincinnati
We endorse the wise, able ai.d pa- - Lag
5 7 2
Anlmag and Huerfano counties.
ing the same old game. The Giants,
Curtis and Miller; Suggs and Clark. triotic aamimsixaijoH oi wuutim ji. These counties gave large pluralities
on the other hand, seem to be slumpUnited
TY THE BEST.
...
R. H. E. Taft, the president of the
At Boston
for Parks.
ing badly and have only just comwe especailly commend his '
Those who during the past few Boston .
2 5
returns from 57
0 States, and
unofficial
Complete
menced what may prove to be an
the demo- out of 62 counties and
3 11
0 action in promptly vetoing
years have tried to make it appear Chicago
complete- reand disastrous trip.
on
tariff
the
bill
tariff
cratic
reducing
that it was a toss up between Cobb
Donnelly, Dixon and Rariden; Che- wool, which would especially strike at turns from the five give Parks i9,2B8
"To my mind the Giants are not a; and
;: "f.ii
and Sewart 16,820.
.Jackson as to which was the ney and Cotter.
the chief industry of our state.
heavy hitting team. I have not seen greater player have done Tyrus an inR. H. E.
At
Bert
it
Griffith,
that
Philadelphia
Today
appeared
them play this year, but I am speakWe commend with particular earn5 15
1
justice. There is no comparison in
had won the nomination
ing of them as they appeared to me the pair. Jackson is a hard natural Philadelphia
estness to the voters of New Mexico progressive,
6
11
0
Indications
for attorney
general.
Pittsburg
in the world's series last year. Myers
the tariff policy of the republican par- were that other
out. He is
him
but
lets
nominathat
hitter,
Brennan
Moore,
republican
Chalmers,
Seaton,
was the only consistent hitter in the
not the fielder that is Cobb, nor dis- and Killifer; O'Toole, Robinson and ty. New Mexico is a tariff state and tions on the state ticket would go
outfit then. He hit all the way
the
system
protective
depends upon
to the regulars.
a grain of intelligence in his Simon.
through. Doyle finished up strongly plays
for the growth of its wool, stock and
In the democratic race interest toand Herzog batted fairly. But Merkle, playing. Neither has he the spirit
of
mining industries. AH the products
centered in the contest between
is
the
has
and
there
that
AMERICAN
LEAGUE.
day
Tyrus,
only
Fletcher,
Murray, Snodgrass and
these industries mean prosperity to
Scott and John R. Dixon, for
R. H. E.
At Chicago
from whom so much was expected, nothing that Jackson can do which
of them and good wages to Tully,
owners
the
the Supreme Court nomination with
2
6 1
did not deliver the goods in my opin- should be mentioned in the same Chicago
all those who are engaged as employ indications
0 5 0 es.
that New York
favoring Scott.
ion. As a batting outfit it Is my be- breath with any performance
We call the attention ot tne votThe democratic race for the second
Welsh and Schalk;
Ford and ers of this state to the fact that durlief that the Boston team is unques- Cobb might attempt.
nomination for congressman at. large
Sweeney.
tionably superior. Any one of Stahl's
ing the last democratic administration
today favored Edwsrd Keating over
KLING WILL QUIT,
R. H. E. wool could not be sold at
At Cleveland
men is liable to start something at
any price W. L. Clayton.
10 16 1 and that It was
Johnny Kling, former Cub catcher Cleveland .
any time.
kept In storage withNo changes were made today in the
Na2
now
3
Boston
4
and
of
the
.
manager
out the protection of an insurance
Philadelphia
"I look for Joe Wood to be the real
state ticket headed. by E.
democratic
to
toss
has
about
decided
Brown
and policy, the democratic free trade poliup
Gregg and Carisch;
sensation of the series if he sticks to tionals,
M.
)",,for governor.
Ammons
;'
his fast ball and puts his slow one the sponge. His reign as leader of the Thomas.
cy at that time haying absolutely der if 1
Braves
has
been
St.
E.
R.H.
At
Louis
unsuccessful,
New
of
very
the
can
The
Giants
in the refrigerator.
stroyed
principal Industry
2 5 2 Mexico. The voters of the state should SISTER MARY SETON
not hit a Bpeed pitcher and on the dark and the bean eating club is due to St. Louis .
IS LAID TO' flEST.
5
in
wind
season
9 2 look with terpidation upon the possi
up the
eighth place. Boston .
Polo grounds, Wood ought to stand
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AUTO OWNERS ATTENTION.
KNOW , IT WELL:
'The state license on automobiles is
due and payable before the 'first of Familiar Features Well Known
October, 1912.
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens.
ANTONIO

NOTICE

!:

A familiar burden In many homes.
The burden of a "bad back."
A lame, a weak or an aching back
Often tells you of kidney Ills.

TO CONTRACTORS.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of, the County Clerk at -- Santa-Fe,
wnere they may be seen and examln- ed'
'
off'"'
Each bid must be accompanied ' by
a 'certified check in the sum of ten
per cen of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners re
serves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid made
that in their judgment is for the best
Interest of Santa Fe County, New
.

Mexico.

JOSE ORTIZ
Attest:

M. O.

Y

Doan's Kidney Pills .are for weak
kidneys.
Here Is Santa Fe testimony.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "A dull pain in the
small of my back, sometimes extending into my bladder, caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took cold.
I was bothered
mostly In the winter, and in addition ..
to the pain in my back, there were;'';
symptoms ' of inflammation of the
bladder. The kidney secretions were
highly colored and when passed were
attended with a scalding pain,
I"
never used another remedy that acted J
as satisfactorily as Doan'? (Kidney
Pills.
They proved to be Just the
medicine my case required and the
complete cure they brought me, has
led me to recommend them on more
than one occasion.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,,'
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
ti.ke no other.

k

;

.

Foster-Milbur-

PINO,
Chairman.
ORTIZ, Clerk.

n

Latest sporting news In the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Read It.

d

BASEBALL

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

':

ALBUQUERQUE.
October

7,8, 9,10,

II,

1912.
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BIG PREMIUMS FOR

Live Stock
AND

Poultry Exhibits

o

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ
Secretary.

j

TODAY'S

e

-

,

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

j

i

:,

PEERLESS BAR

'

'

,

-,

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES

t. ..

'

1

Fine

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

CoIo.fSprings,

,

St. Paul,
$50.35

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

Pueblo,

$16.15

$18.15

CALIFORNIA.

Akers-Wagne-

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

$46.90

Pope Motor Cycle

HOW THEY STAND

.

San Francisco, San Francisco,
;

On

.

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

sale dally, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

1

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
:

to

LUCERO;

Secretary of State.

,

Know-lit-AI-

.

8EPT.

FRIDAY,

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. SI.

SEPT.

FRIDAY,

13,

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
PERcONALS.
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O'Neill, a mining man of Cer- rillos, Is at the Montezuma.
Established 1856
OF EVERY BUILD
Incorporated 1903
Former ivlarshal C. M. Foraker was
MABSON
You Will Find the
here yesterday from Albuquerque.
Felix Martinez, democratic boss, is
Domatter how unusual your shape we can fit you in a
in the city again. He is stopping at WILL CONTINUE TO MANAGE THE
PALACE
Styles In
the Montezuma.
HOTEL THE CHANGE OF OWNER
FITFORM 08 BENJAMIN'S SKIT OR OVERCOAT
SHIP
Captain William M. Frayne, a prominent business man of Taos, is at the
DOES NOT ALTER MANAGEMENT
AT
Montezuma hotel.
and please you in our Large Assortment of Snappy Grays,
Miss Agnes C. Laut, the disinguish-eCARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
Browns and Blues.
W. LINDHAROT,
The report that either Mr. Menden-hal- l
magazine writer and author, is the
or Mr. Mabson will sever their
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere.
ALL THE NEW MODELS JUST IN.
125 Palace Ave.
E. E. VanHorn of the cattle sani-- I connection with the Palace hotel is
tary board, is expected to arrive in absolutely unfounded; these gentlemen are interested in the new corpoSanta Fe in a few days.
Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy, who has ration and will continue to manage the MISS LOUT, NOTED
WRITER IS HERE.
been in the .north for several weeks, hotel and will try and exeell the exMiss Agnes C. Lnut, who gave Santa
is expected back next week.
cellent service the Palace hotel is now
REASONABLE IN PRICE.
Colonel Jacobo Chavez, superintend- giving their patrons. Mr. Mendenhall Fe untold publicity of the right sort
ent of the department of insurance, is has made an excellent record in the' i:in a splendid article in the Saturday
;in Albuquerque attending the G. O. P. comparatively short time he has been Evening Post, is back in the city she;
connected with the management of j admires. She is the guest of Mr. and
convention.
.,
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero the Palace and the people of Santa Mrs. A. M, Bergere at their home
FOR SCHOOL BOYS
FOR SCHOOL GIRLS
Miss Laut has
and his son,' Miguel, arrived yesterday Fe and the many people who are com-- i on Grant aveniw.
from Albuquerque, where they attend-- ; fS here will be giad to learn that no achieved national fame with her books
COATS,
HOSE,
SUITS, HATS, SHOES,
SHOES,
further change is contemplated in the and magazine articles.
ed the progressive convention.
of the Palace hotel. The
management
for
ernor
Otero's
pro
speech
ringing
UNDERWEAR
CAPS, SHIRTS, HOSE,
SWEATERS,
was given out by one
above
statement
feawas
one
of
the
gressive principles
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
of the incorporators of the New Mextures of the convention.
Unand
Goods
A SOUR
A cablegram from Aix la Chapelle ico State Realty and Live Stock
GASSY
one-ha- lt
On all Summer Goods, going
price.
(or Aachen), German, states that the
derwear.
ALL NEW AND
STOCK.
Rev. James Grattan Mythen, formerly
minister in charge at the Church of AGUA PRIETA STILL
Must be moved immediately for Fall Arrivals.
UPSET STOMACH
AWAITS ATTACK.
Holy Faith in Santa Fe and recently
occupying a prominent post in Wash(Continued From Page On.i
ington, has arrived there to take the
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
GO.
weir known baths esteemed for many
centuries. Mr. Mythen is on a tour line and joined the rebels but reports 'Tape's Dinpepsih" JOver-come- s
of the world with a party of promi- today had them on American soil
Your Indigestion in
nent easterners.
again. Their horses, however, remainMr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere
and ed with Rojas.
Five Minutes.
Mrs. Nina Otero Warren returned toU. S. MAY TAKE HAND.
day from Albuquerque.
wasmngion, u. ... nepi. u. Amer- ute
nntPr wW ,,n..i
ican troops may take a hand in the!,, mm-f .i,
ju
fighting at Agua Prieta. if bombs fall damage do you? Well, don't' bother.
GRAND JURV HAS
in Douglas, Arizona, or lives are,if your stomach is in a
FURNITURE ITEMS
if
revolt;
CO.
BANK &
menaced on the American side of the; sour, gassy and uuset. and what von
RETURNED FlUE
oounuary.
Just ate has fermented into stubborn
INDICTMENTS viexican
This was intimated today at the; lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
The grand jury has returned five indictments and three no bills.' One in- - headquarters of the general Btaff of belch gases and acids and eructate
dictment was vs. Jose Wontoya, Jr., the army, following advices that rebel undigested food; breath foul, tongue
who plead guilty to breaking and en- leaders would disregard warnings that coated just take a little Diaspepsin
Does a
must not fire in the direction of and in five minutes you truly will
tering a house. Judge Abbott sentenced they
A Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
wonder what became of the indiges- him to not less than two and not more Douglas.
and
distress.
commanders
have
blanket
Troop
in
than three years
the reform school,
Millions of men and women today
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
O. E. McClain indicted on two counts, structions to prevent a repetition of
Your Patronage Solicited
know that it is needless to have a!
forgery and forged order for money. the killing of Innocent Americans in kad
stomach. A little Diapepsin oc- He entered a plea of not guilty. On Douglas during the .Madero rebellion,
- coBionally
are
to
These
broad
cover
keeps this delicate organ
statement
enough
to
pracno
his
he had
N. 8. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
money
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
employ a lawyer and court appointed tically any contingency and it was regulated and they eat their favorite
B.
LAM
foods
fear.
Y,
without
J,
Judge Baker of Clovis to defend him. made Ulain that anv reasonable .qctinn
If your stomach doesn't take care
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
The forgery charge will be heard Sep- by commanders would be upheld by
the war department. Further and!0' your liberal limit without rebellion, "tII""JL
tember 16.
imiiiii wwasCT
ha
JMWsnnnnBCTBgaP83Bsl mii'iiw
Andres Garcia was indicted for as-- I more definite instructions may be is-- ! 11 S'our tooa 18 a damage instead or a
the
remember
surest,
help,
quickest,
sault with a deadly weapon. He en-- j sued by Major General Wood .,,,;.!
FIRE- FIRE
INSURANCE
most harmles relief is Pape's Diapep
tered plea of not guilty and the case of staff, later today.
sin
costs
which
only fifty cents for
was set for Sept. 19.
Albino GonGeneral Steever reports filibuster
Three well furnished rooms
zales, also indicted for assault with ing expeditions crossing at Mexicali, a large case at drug stores, it's truly
Two Acres in Orchard and
wonderful it digests food and sets
will
for
trial
Naco
deadly
weapon,
and
appear
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALL TO
m
Douglas.
Eight-rooSmall
so gently and easily
Sept. 18.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 13. The! things, straight,
is
it
mm
House, Stable and Other
really astonishing. Please,
There were no true bills in the cases troops at Fort Bliss were held this that
for your sake, don't go on with a
of Reyes Narango, Meyer Simonavich
morning in honor of William Alden weak, disordered stomach; it's so unBuildings.
(A
and Acasio Jiron, and they were dis Smith, United States senator and
I BPk from Plaza C
Room
Also
Gentleman
necessary,
for
charged.
Single
commember
of the foreign affairs
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A'
of . Mrs. FranriRCfl PnHririiA7. rip AtUtn.
mittee, who is here investigating the
Trees in Bearing. flj son, withdrew the plearl of not guilty Mexican
in Alfalfa and 18
situation. General E. Z.
B.
a and was given a suspended sentence Steeveij reviewed
All Under Irrigation. 14 Mile from Plaza. the troops with SenO
Room
ator Smith and family.
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. Al.
m
Senator
Smith,
by
accompanied
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
Senator A. B. Fall, of New Mexico,
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
Maximo Martinez, for protessional
17
leaves
tonight for Los Angeles to Tuesday, September
was
was
the
but
drawn
services,
jury
if
continue his- investigations.
A. G. DELAMATER PRESENTS
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 13. Ameriftj the pleadings needed amendment.
can soldiers of fortune are leaving El Geo. Barr McCutcheon's
If
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Paso today for Douglas, Arizona, to
WHERE ARE THE CABS
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE Jf
WHEN TRAINS ARRIVE. join the reported filibustering expedi- of
LINE
Phone, Red 189.
This is a Question which several tion there. Two men are known, and
are
J
J)
reported as having gone,
Santa Feans have asked when they others
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
n 1 19 San Francisco St.,
Mexican rebels, after threatening
arrive in Santa Fe and feel too tired
Ware
on
and
the
Plated
is
This
Grade
the
Market,
j,
Highest
The Best Ro
to walk home and have no inclination last night to attack Agua Prieta, and
Interpreted
we
the
desirable
two
patterns,
carry
11
occasional
Y A
shots at federal
to take the hotel busses. The atten firing
mantic Drama
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
Splendid Cast
tion of liverymen will be brought to scouts and outposts during the night:
on the Stage
'
to
this
the
disappeared
morning
the matter.
San Francisco
south. It is understood that the exReliable Jeweler
Street
plicit orders of the United States
army officers to the rebels not to fire
into the United States caused the
rebels to leave. The" rebels fired a
Staged by OSCAR EAGLE
DISCHARGES
number of shots into the Mexican
for David Belasco
BELIEVED IN
Director
border town, according to reports re- License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
24 HOURS ceived here, as a farewell, but there
Next Door to Postoffice,
was no battle.
Each Cap- S
sule bears (MIDYI
Americans fear that the rebels will'
the namelShV
now attack some of the American j
Beware of 'counterfeit
populated towns in Sonora and kill
ALL DRUGGISTS
Americans in reprisal.
Every Character of the Book
C. McCONVERY,
Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 13. NewAppears in the Play. A
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
ly organized rebel bands, the members
Stirring Romance of
styling themselves followers of Emil- io Vasquez Gomez, have made their Love
SEND THEM TO
H. S. KAUNE
appearance in the state of Coahuila,
and are marching on Ciudad Porfiro
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Urug store,
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Diaz, the border town opposite Eagle,
Saturday. September 14th.
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
Where Prices
Lowest Texas,
according to consular reports
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
received here today.
for Safe Quality.
EASfcLAS VEGAS, N. M.
can furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 13. The rebels
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
began an attack on El Tigre, the Am- A Man's Face is Often His Fortune
l ne nome urown rruit season erican mining settlement, south of Or at Least His
We can grind any mixture that is desired o;
I
Capital
to
Lenses ground
broken ones
is on and we are offering to the the border at this point, according to
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
advices received here today. There
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
particular housewife the best to are
to OccuWsts' Prescription.
,
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
seventy-fiv- e
American men and
( 15 lb. pkg.,
to be had in
$ .65
six women isolated in the camp which SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
"
.
Meat
Bone
1.20
301b.
and
Cut
Green
is defended only by a few federal
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
( 100 lb. sack,
soldiers.
3.75
Reinforcements have been sent
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
from Nacozari, but must follow a
have cut bone'and meat to feed them. It improves
should
to
The
the
trail
reach
camp.
rough
and makes them lay.
their
health
attacking rebels are said to be led by
Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
the rebel general, Inez Salazar.
For
'
We can also supply you with
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 13. The rebel
force of Antonio Rojas which had
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES practically taken up a position last
GUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
to attack Agua Prieta, apparthe finest cantaloupes grown. night
this
from
had
vanished
morning
ently
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inthe vicinity of the International line.
and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
digestion
A
sent
out
federal
We have just received
by
scouting party
of
record
a
curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
soon
General Sanjines
after day
B
Fire, Life, Accident,
shipment of
sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
rebels
had
the
that
quick,
break,
reported
'
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
'
CHASE & SANBORN S
left the position they had taken with
50 cents
Price
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best,
a grea deal of ostentation late yesSTORE.
GENERAL
GORMLEY'S
For
Sale
at
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
terday. American military authorities reported that all was quiet along
REAL ESTATE
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER
the line throughout the night.,
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
BRYAN IN WYOMING
City Property, Farms,
M.

CM

S

SUITS

for

Correct

. CQMPANV

MILLINERY

MRS.

d

School Day Clothes

JULIUS H. GERDES

j

Saturday, September 14th,
LOW CUTS

and
Dress
Headwear.

Sweaters

at

a

SELGMAN BROS. COMPANY

Some

.,..i..

,

up-to-the-min-

TRUST

UNITED STATES

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

CAPITAL 850,000 00

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

j

General Banking Business

n

Vice-Preside-

aMMi

j

FOB

FOR RENT

Fruit;

SUE

$30.00 per Month.

Tract

Fruit

MADREPart

ELK'S THEATRE

keZ0?iroSe

JOSEPH

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

-

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.

"

Beverly

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

OFj

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL

Graustark"

URINARY

DIRECTORS

H. C. VONTZ,

'

66-6-

Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes

J

SWEET PEAS
JAMES

When Your Glasses Break

and Laughter!

&CC.

are

either

match

or

PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

J

NW MAYES

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

INSURANCE

uggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Best Coffee and Teas

A

live paper makes a live town.
a live paper. Read it.

We Are making

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES, FRUITS
J20-ACR-

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices pi-iold Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones
HUNIT SEND BY RETCRS Mill.
PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMNG CO.
.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

HI Chestnut St.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap,
Highest prices paid.

RANCH

E

AND VEGEETABLES

all under fence, good improve
ments, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain. H.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

,

2

.

.

Moriarty, N. M

GO TO

S. KAUNE

23WS3.'

FOR SPEECH AND
CONFERENCE

,,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Qrants, Etc

Cheyenhe, Wyo., Sept. 18. According to advices received by State
Chairman S. O. Hopkins of the democratic state central committee, William J. Bryan, will open his speaking
Of
campaign in Wyoming, September 28
and make speeches in various parts
of the state. Bryan's first Bpeech will
be at Evanston. He will spend Sun- Telephone 194 W., Room 24
day, September 29, with national committeeman J. E. Osborne, at Rawlins,
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
and will speak in Cheyenne and
Wheatland September 30.
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO

Surety Bonds
All Kinds.

a

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality
i

ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions Vith each package, . . . Price, 25 cents

For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,

HOGS, DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
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The Ranch of the

Less than a year ago this whole nation was deeply interested in a cer
tain matter. Newspapers sold thousands and thousands of extra copies
because of this matter. At millions of firesides the eager question was:
"What was done in the case today?" It was the absorbing matter in the
palaces of the avenue and the hovels of the alley. Politicians used it. Lee
turers used it. Preachers used it. Authors used it. Playwrights used it.
It was the
topic of the times.
had killed a score of peoTwo workmen, one of them pretty
ple with dynamite as their protest against tyranny of capital and were
on trial for their lives.
Today a much greater case is before the public. Let us become interested. Let us get excited. Let us watch every word published. Let the
preachers the lecturers, the authors, gird up their loins for heavy work.
Let us, above all, keep our eye unwinkingly on the Goddess Justice.
and head of the wool trust, is
Today, William Wood,
under indictment at Boston for conspiracy in "planting'' dynamite to discredit the working people during the strike at Lawrence.
For years Wood's wool trust has been killing people, scores of them,
annually, men, women and children. Not with dynamite. Oh, no! With
civilized, deadliest weapons.
hunger, cold and disease germs, the
The dynamite killer, a rough, perhaps crazy fellow, sneaks in when no
one looks and places the stuff near you. A puff a roar, and at once all your
misery ends.
"reThe system killer, a sleek, well fed, church-going- ,
spectable," prominent, leading citizen puts your wages at. $9, $3, or $2 not
what you need, but what he wishes to give and for weeks, months, perhaps
years, you slave and starve and shiver till there comes blessed rest and
comfort in the bosom of death.
But they're not going to try President William Wood of the wool trust for
are
such systematic killings. Not before the court, nor church, nor societyWood
will try
Ood
No,
before
but
they
Almighty.
for
tried
that,
slaughterers
orfor conspiracy in a special wholesale killing the murder of a labor
both
bloody
a
for
character
conspiracy
ganization, the murder of people's
and foul, for that planted dynamite was to be excuse for the bayonettmg
and clubbing of innocent working people; a conspiracy viler than any that
ever entered the heads of the McNamaras.
oppres-or- s
We kill, say the organized laborers, the McNamaras, to teach
lives.
our
we
offer
and
a lesson and we kill those hostile to us,
our own employes,
We, say organized capitalists, kill for our own profit,
and risk nothing.
for the blind goddess,
Verily, let us keep our eye on that Boston case,
time.
Justice, has surely got the manacles on organized greed this
g

dull-witte-

e

high-tone-

NOT A PERSONAL MATTER.

Enthusiasm counts for something in politics, beyond a doubt. Without
and its presence
it no campaign was ever successful, no battle ever won,
note that
or absence indicates the temper of the people. It is a matter of
in
the progressive convention was the most enthusiastic of the three held of
of the picture
dramatic
waving
the
that
and
this
week,
Albuquerque
in the
Roosevelt bv William F. Brogan caused far more demonstration Senator
of United States
progressive 'convention than did the presence
platform to make
Catron, the old war horse of his party, when he took the There
is no ques
vpsterdav's reDublican convention.
the
and
Mexico
New
throughout
in
movement,
this
of
back
great
tion that
earnest
That
ot
entnusiasuc
iouowei.
force
country, there Is a tremendous
that purpose
and full hearted spirit is aroused by reason and for a purpose
a betterment of conditions for our people.
that citizen has
There will he those. who are displeased that this ornomination
of one
the
criticize
will
movement;
the
with
party
himself
allied
of
over
the
recognition
and
churlish
splenetic
and
will
grow
sulk,
candidate;
is
unworthy.
perhaps one man, but that, spirit
character that prinIf one's progressiveism is of that fragile and diluted
chosen as a can
been
one
has
or
that
man
this
ciple Is lost sight of because
no heart
andhas
movement
the
to
value
Mate for elector, then it is of little

going to the sanitarium for an operation.
Though classed among minor
cases and not serious, I asked how it
SEES IT
felt to look forward to twenty-fou- r
hours from now. The answer was not
reassuring. It was: "My knees are
WHAT IS FAME?
together now, and I'm about
Just what this thing we call Fame knocking
scared to death."
really is, I am often led to wonder.
i
case with all

AS

THE BYSTANDER

imagine that's the
Yesterday the Associated press
wires announced that Mrs. Jack John-o- who look forward to the operating
hand committed suicide. And who table, unless the patient is suffering
so great physical pain that he does
is Mrs. Jack Johnson? Only the wife
care what happens and is willing
not
of a pugilist, a professional prize
to take the long chance.
fighter, whose sole claim to be placed
One wonders, sometimes, just why
in a niche in the hall of fame is that
the
operating table has become so
in
skill
guardhe has acquired great
a feature of modern life.
prominent
aimed
ing his huge body from blows
which require
at it by his opponent in the prize Have all these troubles
the knife, grown with our civilization
than
anyharder
can
and
hit
ring,
as
one now before the public in his line or were there, proportionately just
disorand
cases
of
many
suffering
of business.
in the
Mrs. Jack Johnson has never done ganization of physical organs
of our forefathers, and did they
days
anyof
that
note,
worthy
anything
them?
one has heard of. She is not known just lie down and die under
of our day
common
Did
the
ailments
chariin
in the philanthropic world;
exist under another name before
ties; in educational circles; in any science
dug into the question, or have
irVi.ti nil. Amorlnnn wnmpn heInoculated our systems with
come known. She was just the wife!
r tm, rwnr, tho nrize fltrhter. and absolutely new diseases
But whence they came or why
she killed herself.
here does not alter the fact
Yesterday, when the news came that they're
that they are mighty unpleasant
the woman was dead, several persons thi'nes
to associate with intimately
came to the New Mexican to inquire
the
and
thought of their eradication
about it.
of the knife is
I thought then how it would be if (through the medium or
gleeful and
some woman like Jane Addams died. anything but joyful
no desire for any festivity or
is
there
ofto
a
Would anyone go
newspaper
Not at banquet or anything of that kind, as
fice to get the particulars?
u preliminary to entering the hospiall. They would read it in the press
tal.
would
as
it
and
by
they
pass
reports
"Life is a funny proposition, after
some
or
of
a
the death
congressman
with all its pains and pleasures;
all,"
insignificant persoii like that.
defeats and
Yet Jane Addams has done things jcys and disappointments,
for humanity. She has been one of victories.
the chief workers in one of our chief
OLD THINGS.
cities in uplifting the downfallen; in
We, all of us, like the old things
bringing a little encouragement and
are attractive and unique and are
light into life. She has been a work- that
er in the Chicago settlements, not representative of days that are gone.
In
for notoriety but to bring substantial In Santa Fe this is more true than
we are in the
help. So it is a funny world and we other places, because
are funny people who inhabit it. midst of historic associations. Much
Mrs. Jack Johnson s death causes has been said of the old, old beams
When Jane Addams that were in the ancient buildings
consternation.
i3 called away, no one will go to the here the ones that were hand hewn
and bear the marks of real age.
newspaper offices for particulars.
Antonio Valdez met me on the
HOW IT FEELS.
Of course no one knows how a thing street yesterday and mentioned this
feels but the person who feels it. desire to get hold of the ancient
No one can exactly enter into the sen- things and told of a house, near to his
sations of another, physically, mental- own residence, which was fast going
to decay, and in it were the finest
ly or morally.
I saw a friend this morning who is specimens of these old hand hewn
n

beams that can be found and that are
available for use.
He wondered if the societies that
are looking for and saving the ancient things would not like to know
of these relics and suggested that the
Bystander mention their existence.
Of course, there is no place in tho
west, nor In the country, that possesses the priceless treasures that Santa
Fe does. They have always been
highly regarded, as is shown by our
historical society and our archaeological school, and we cannot go too far
in keeping alive this spirit. Along this
line is the matter of our antique architecture, regarding which there
seems to be a division of opinion, some
of our citizens desiring a modern
built city.
There is nothing distinctive In a
city that Is built on modern lines.
Few have the opportunity for char
acteristic building. Any city can be
modern In its architecture.
There Is nothing in that, but we can
make our city known the world over
if we want to, just by giving it individuality. It is an advertisement in
NOTICE
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The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

w;

E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein

forced and barricaded with Yale
Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,

itBelf.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

PUBLICATION.

Department, of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
Entry No. 11930, for S 2 SW
Section 8,1
Section 5, N
NW
X. M.
Township 17 X., Range 12-Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
r
Intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above do
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

1--

1--

EDDY DELQADO,

2

j

Both Native and Gzrmantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19 Don
Qaspar Avenue.

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar
duno pudenda Gonzales, all of
cos, X. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San
ta Fe, New Mex.

PALACE
THE
N.
SANTA

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

a4

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

P. DAVIES,

Counselor at Law.

Koouis

M.

FE,

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

EDWARD

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

five-yea-

Attorney

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

E.,

'

WASHINGTON LETTER.

r

17-1- 8

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

CapIUl City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Fir
Judicial District
premises and the purposes for which
it was being used. It was not one that
G. W. PRICHARD,
was calculated to awaken any spirit
in
or
of patriotism
of pride
Attorney and Counsel! a.-- at Law.
my heart.
Practice in all the District Court
I can not recite it, because of the
nature of it, but shall merely char- and gives special attention to case,
acterize it as a most unpleasant oc- before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
currence."
Nothing was done about the matHARRY D. MOULTON,
ter.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. The
fact that the government of the Unit
eo States is now receiving a large in
come from the rental of houses used
for immoral purposes was brought
Rooms en suite with or
out on the floor of the United States
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
senate on the last day of the session
cold
just closed.
rooms. Hot
water,
Two or three years ago congress
steam
electric
appropriated a sum sufficient to pur
Attorney-at-Lachase the ground and buildings on
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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of justice.
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before
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see
personalities
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place in it for petty men who
propriation has been made for the day venders of it shall be fined, is the Land Department
of the new buildings, and decision of Police Judge Arthur Mace,
construction
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HOME
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stomach (through the system of nerves) and the stomach is alTected accordingly.

HE FAVORS

DEMOCRACY
MORTGAGE

strokes than his stomach.

The celebrated Dr. Aliernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disor
ders of the stomach were the most prolific source oi human ailments in general. A
recent medical writer says: "every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the

THE FARMERS

FARMING BEATS MINING.
as he has been making experiments
W. E. Trowbridge, who for the past with fertilizers, he had two measured
two years has been with the Chino acres well fertilized that made 500
company at Santa Rita, has wisely de- pounds to the acre. A three and a
cided that farming is better than his half acre tract that has also been
good job in the mining camps, and has used for hog pasture besides being feraccordingly joined his father's farming tilized, yielding C21 pounds to the
be a success. Wagon Mound Panta- - acre. This is the heaviest yield of
seed made this season. The average
BRING EVERYTHING.
yield for the project will be about 300
Don't forget the jubilee, October 8, pounds to the acre. Carlsbad Argus.
9 and 10. We want everybody to bring
In some exhibits. Let the farmer
COKE OVENS STARTED.

N0 0NE

PAGE SEVEN

OF STATE
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It is the vital center of the body
." He continues, " so we may be
said to live (through) the stomach." Me goes on to show that the stomach is
the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
medicine can be better suited as o curative ngcut than

Dr. Pierce's Coldest Medical Discovery.

BANKS,

Lodge

breast-hone,-

WANTS

WANTED A competent cook, Ap- No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular commun- ply to Mrs. A. B. Renehan.
ication first Monday
FOR RENT C room house with
of each month at
Masonic Hall at furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low- itski.

7:30.

"Severn! months nao I suffered from a severe pain right
"
i:n!iT tho
writes Wi:s. U. M. MlJltKKN, of
t ..num., Calif, "ilad suffered from it, off and on, for sev
did not know
rsl years. I also suffered from heart-burv. hat was the matter with me.
I tried several medicines
l iit thov did mo no pood.
Filially. 1 was told it was my
liver. I did not dare to eat as it tnutlo rue worm. When-evI swallowed anything it seemed that I would faint-H- l
h'srt w. I grew very thin and weak from not eating. Was
told to take lr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I took
five bottles of it, and con Id feel myself (retting letter from
Hie lirst dose.
I could eat a little without pain and grew
y
I nm strong and well and can do a big
I'ii'oiig fast.
day's work with ease. Can eat everything and huvo put on
flesh wonderfully.
I will say to all sufferers writs to Dr.
Pierce. Lie has my undying gratitude."

EUROPE.

Montezuma

ALAN R. McCORD. W. M.
CHAS. E. LINXEY, Secretary,

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. 0.
Santa Fe Chapter No Watson & Co.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
FOR SALE Fine black driving'
convocation
second
Monday of eaoh month horse and good buggy. Apply 257 San
at Masonic Hall at Francisco street.

Detroit, Mich., Sept 13. The advis
ability of forming a
democracy of state mortgage loan
banks, united into a powerful central
organism, for strengthening commer
7:30 p. m.
DanKing credit, was recommend
bring exhibits oi nls crops; let the
The 200 coke ovens at Gardiner cial
FOR SALE National Cash Regladies bring in fancy work, cakes, were lighted for the first time in sev-- ed for consideration of the American
CHAS. A., WHEELOX,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H. P. ister two drawers practically new.
etc., and let the children bring in
&nd
y !Ve
Charles A. Conant. The subject of Mr
O. C. Watson & Co.
If
some article made with their own
Seer tary.
K8. Ml'KKEN.
".I0"1'""6
address was "Land and Agri- hands or drawings, fancy work, etc. tlon therotighout
the winter. Between cultural
credit"
FOR SALE Good team or young
If all will join hands, the jubilee will 350 and 400 tons of
Santa Fe Commandery
coake will
Mr. Conant began by referring to 4.882
be a success. Wagon Mound
No. 1, K. T. Regular mountain horses, for driving or rid
be burned each day as soon as the
per cent. It may not he possible hers. Surplus cash on hand is depos- conclave fourth Mon- ing. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
ovens' full complement of men is se- the pressure of population upon food to float bonds in this country at a ited with the central banks or invest
cured. All the available houses in supply and the necessity of increas- rate so low as to permit loans upon ed in banking operations with third
day in each month at Co.
area
im
the
of
land
cultivated
ing
by
4.30
SOMETHING NEW.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Gardiner are now filled and the 40
mortgage at
per cent, but even parties."
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Alexander Gusdorf is every day ex- company houses in what was known proved methods of extending credit to if 5 or 5
p. m.
per cent is charged, the
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Summing
the
up stairs over Andrews' store. InHe
farmer.
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that bitter additions for the amortization of the
pointed
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
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the proposed plan of the monetary W. E.
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property behind its bonds.
fered the privilege of. swimming there
meets second Tues- October, 1912.
"The bonds issued by the Credit established is tliar of the unlimited organiaztion, and that the latter
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with only the stipulation that none of
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each month, soFoncier
of France under this system joint and several liability of the mem-- i should be able to issue its bonds
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State College Round Up.
F. W. FARMER
from the siding, while engines may be fifty years or more, so that the amor by way of mortgage security, the unit-- : organism, similar to that proposed
Homestead No. Department of the Interior,
loaded from the main track. The gas- tization charge involves only a small ed guarantee of the members of a so-- ; In the plan of the Monterey commis'
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Office at Santa Fe, New
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day of October,
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called to attend. The accident hap- chinery. Columbus Courier.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
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ranch of Mr.
hospital. Roswell Record.
CLIENTS TO DIE AND LEAUE HIM FORTUNES.
all of Galisteo, N. M.
and Mrs. Wat Spencer, at Flora VisFRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
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Charley Payne,
ed over Gibson
New Yor'- - Sept. 13. What kind of
says the countess meeting on the first Thursday of each
booster on the face of the earth, and a big hay barn. We found the house man
at
month
Fireman's
hall
m.
at
7:30
p.
is Burton W. Gibson, wealthy
tipped it over as they were exchanging
who lives at Hutchinson, Kan., is in full of husky, romping children and New ,
Visiting brothers are invited and welA GRAND
York lawyer? Three governplaces. When help arrived the law- come.
s
the barn full of hay and fat horses.
the city again looking over the
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
was climbing to the overturned
ments
want
to
know. America Great
yer
The
trees
have
a
the
is
good
the second trip
crop,
apple
DAVID GOXZALES, Secretary.
valley. This
Austria-Hungarboat; the countess was drowned.
have
to Portales that Mr. Payne has made pears are fairly well loaded, while a Britain and
CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
Gibson
to
New
to
issues
returned
the
hurriedly
joined
probe
mysteries
this summer and the fact that he has bunch of hogs in. the orchard were
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
the
Gibof
York,
the
leaving
recovery
made two trips here is only added filling up wiih pears and apples. But that seemingly engulf Lawyler
OF SUPERIOR MERIT IN
son's moneyed clients.
body to others, and went about getproof that we have the goods, goods the peach trees on this place are be- of the Interior.
s
Department
will
the
and
the
The
Austrian
counsel
ting
probated
general
that are marketable and goods that young our adequate description. Large
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M
in his hands.
QUALITY and QUANTITY.
are in demand. You will never catch blushing Yellow Crawfords and the wants to know more about the
The action of Austria has stirred
August 9, 1912.
Mr. Payne boosting a dead proposi- royal Elberta tempt the onlooker mysterious will and death of the
the British government into probing Pecos Forest.
The Contents Consist of:
tion, and he says very frankly that from hundreds of twigs and they Countess Rose Menschik Szabo. She
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
Gibson. About a year ago Gibson got
we have the best land proposition tasted even better than they looked. was drowned in Greenwood lake, N.
150
Assorted Seals and Stickers,
?10,000 damages from a railroad com- Laniy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
there is anywhere in the southwest, This ranch has the famous red loam J. July 10, and inmediately after- 16 Embossed Gummed Stamps As
for John R. O'Niell, an Irsh boy. New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
pany
soil
to
that
and one that any man can
great perfection
produces
sorted.
O'Neill had one of his legs accidently Homestead Application No.
2 Christmas
tiously recommend. Portales Times. all crops. Wat figured in the early
SW 4 NE
Greeting Tags and
for
S
NW
SDring on renting out half of the hav
NW 4 SW
Section
8, Township Cards.
barn, but his alfalfa yield has been
2 Large Imported Christmas Tags.
WANTED, A WEED CUTTER.
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
4 Medium
The city council passed an ordi- so large that the ham is almost full,
Christmas
has filed notice of intention to make
Tags and
nance last night compelling the own- with another cutting about due, part
r
final
to establisr Cards.
proof,
4 Small Christmas
ers of property within the city limits of which he will have to stack outTags and Cards.
claim to the land above described, be
20 Assorted Christmas
to cut the weeds. It is a splendid side. If there is a more pleasing sight
and New
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
,
movement, and we applaud them for than San Juan county ranches right
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the Year Post Cards.
3 Double Christmas and New Year
It. but we fear many property own- now, we know not where it is. A box
9th day of October, 1912.
Booklets.
ers will have to cut their own weeds, of luscious' Crawford peaches from
names as witnesses:
Claimant
1
hava ti tnrnu i fid
Intov
as we have engaged six different men, tt1 la
Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
PIECES
oC Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-- j 202 ASSORTED
and of as many nationalities, and the bunch all this week. Hospitable,
In all colors and sizes, emboesed
weeds are still there.
neighborly people are the Spencers.
do, of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
One man cut a few one afternoon, San Juan County Index.
,a,,a laln- imported and Domestic.
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
The use of these beautiful emblems
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and took the 4 o'clock train for OklaCAUSED BY CARELESSNESS.
There was an accident, caused by
homa, where people are not supposed
Register. of Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
a gift seems lacking
in Christmas
to work, except as we are told, some the carelessness and disobedience of
Let Him Know It If you are out ot sentiment without them,
orders by the man hurt, at the 85
may "boot-leg- "
a position, you must let the employer
One man brought in a hoe one day mine Sunday, which resulted in the
There is no limit in the uses to
know it. A want advertisement in the which these Cards, Tags and Stamp
which was a symptom, but cut no death of Natlvidad Mesa. Mesa was
ness and professional man in the city may be adapted.
a car man, and wanted to take bis
weeds. Tucumcari News.
hand county and a great many in the
car from the first to the second level.
They emphasize in a special man- SOME SEED.
The company employs a cage tender,
over to New York. He went back to state. If you have any special tal- ner the Innate feelings of the heart
in accord with
L. E. Foster, the superintendent of and all employes are forbidden to get wards Gibson appeared with a will
Ireland and bought a tavern, return-ni- ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
CHRIST'S BLESSING OF
the Carlsbad project, hulled 32 acres on the cage unless the tender is on it, making hira sole executor over her
to New York to get the balance of
of alfafa seed on his farm near on pain of dismissal. When the cage estate of 15,000.
his money, some $6,000, which GibSubserve for tne Santa F New "Peace on Earth to Men of Good Will '
The total yield was 13,250 is sent up with a load the tender gen-town.
"In the name of God," began the
son had borrowed. On May 1G, 1911, Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all HAVE YOUR ORDER REGISTERED
IN TIME.
O'Neill sUited for Gibson's Office of the time and works for the
pounds or 410 pounds to the acre. But erally remains below. He had sent up will, and it ended by bequeathing all
iv
ATTORNEY BURTON W. GIBSON
a load of ore, and Mesa stopped the the property to the countes' mother,
As last Year's supply was exhaust- telling his sister to he ready for din- - building ft our new State.
AND THREE UNFOR- ner when he
(ABOVE)
cage as it came down. He made a Mrs. Petronella Menschik.
got back. He never re- jea before late demands could be filled,
Gibson explained to the surrogate TUNATE
mistake in the signal, giving the sigLEFT, turned. Nothing more was ever seen
CLIENTS; AT
CHRISTMAS DAY.
nal to hoist instead of to lower, and court that the mother lived in Chi- JOHN R. O'NEILL; IN MIDDLE, or heard of him. Gibson says he paid
The Greatest, most Honored of all
he started up. From the conditions cago and was the only relative of the MRS. ALICE C. D.
over the money and then dismiss-- .
Holidays the World over, may be joy-- !
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SCHIK SZABO.
cord, and signal to go down, and was Gibson as executor. About the same
Mrs. Alice Kinnan, in the Bronx. She
delivered to any address on following
caught between the car and one of time an old woman went with Gibson will. Mrs. Menschik had never been lived alone with a helpless insane
TERMS,
the shaft timbers. When the holster to a Brooklyn notary and signed a le- in Chicago. Furthermore the chief mother. June 8, 1906, the body of
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Packet
and the Weekly Enfelt the obstruction he immediately gal paper making It possible for Gib- of police suggested that the countess Mrs. Hinman was found. She had
quirer one year only $1.00 (The
SANTA FE, N. M
stopped the cage. The tender went son to get the funds ln bis possession. had probably been murdered for her been murdered. Gibson had been at-- i
subscription rate),
up on the ladder to find out what was The women signed the name of "Pe- money.
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The Weekly Enquirer is today one
the matter, and found Mesa caught. tronella Menschik, mother."
Friends of the dead countess who Kinnan had quarreled with him over September
of the best
Metropolitan
He was loosened and brought to the
Apparently the case was ended. Is described as as dashing brunet, Gibson's alleged action in getting the For this occasion the Santa Fe Weeklies published. It is National
surface, still alive. The doctors were Then the Austrian consul heard of it. tell , about a mysterious influence insane mother to deed to him JlOO.t. J will sell tickets from all points (not local) and not a
magazine. Its
sent for and found a broken arm and He cabled a few brief facts to Vienna, Lawyer Gibson had over his client. worth of property. He was arrested
in New Mexico to Santa Fe and field is all over the World your home
leg, his scalp badly torn, and serious where the Austrian government got He called upon her daily and spent and held in $25,000 bond, but was
te not complete without it.
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eral commission.
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moments was dead. Natividad MeBa police declaring that the mother but had saved herself.
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Stops Coughs Cures Colds was born In Zacatecas, Mex., and was had died two years ago and that t July 16 the countess and ' Gibson of her state. The surrogate Court
H. S. LLTZ, Agt.,
THE WEEKLY ENQUIRER,
eighteen years old. Lordsburg Lib- her death was known to the countess .went again. This time the boat turn- - refused to recognize it and took the
v:'
Santa Fe, - - NewMexico.
r or sate by all druggiati.
eral.'
',v;.;:
last February when she made her cut off a short time after he came estate out of Gibson's control.
Cincinnati. Ohio.
er
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than Salmon will sound taps on Satur- Tyrol and in southern Germany but'
With
day evening and in the meantime will is rarely seen in this country.
have a number of special bargains 41) strings it presents formidable diffwhich will help you to remember this iculties to the beginner but the expert
great merchandising proposition. See can make it sing as no other instru-- I
inent "of the bliss and sorrow of
advertisement.
Frank Owen, Arthur Griffin and
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles. love," to quote Anthony Trollope.
Carlos Creamer have returned from Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' gar- Sweet potatoes, 4 lbs for
. .25c
a trip up the Santa Fe canyon a trip ments at W. H. Goebel Co.
Malvoise Grapes, 3 lbs for ... . , .25c
jmade to furnish delight to fishermen
3 lbs for.. 25c
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. Nice Fresh Tomatoes,'
next season. They carried with them ;The
finest rooms in the city, iiaving Peaches, nice ones, C lbs for .... .25c
arrivhad
which
some 42,000 trout fry
,35c
nodern conveniences, including Better Butter, per lb ,
ed from Leadville, Colorado, and 'oil
baths. Sugar, 14 lbs for . "
$1.00
and
heat
electric
steam
light,
which were deposited m the icy The
ANDREWS.
European Hotel, centrally lowaters of the Santa Fe river.
trade-marcated. State Progressive Headquart- A.
G.
whose
Delamater
the
for
party
a
It was quite journey,
in the hotel.
ers
was for
Clean
of
U
"Producer
MonuPlays,"
ot three proceeded as far as
r Pure old fashioned castor oil ren a number of years identified with, ana
ment rock, a spot where vegetation
our largely responsible for the success of
is moBt luxuriant and where the ozone dered easy to take. Come to
for
it
us
fountain
and
let
you.
Fred G. Whitney's attractions which
a
Is
prepare
breath
Is so dense that every
Zook's
Included Mm. Schumann Heink, Lulu
Pharmacy.;
,'.
powerful stimulant,
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, a Glaser, Madame Blauvelt and other
initial
patriotic and inspirational feature film noted stars. Mr. Delamater'sMcCutch-eoBarr
is
George
production
the
Elks
at
tonight.
"Beverly," a strong dramatizaSend us a trial bundle of Rough
tion of the popular novel by Robert
week
the
one
After
Dry Laundry.
M. Baker, which closed a long run at
X peace of mind which comes from the the Studebaker Theater, Chicago, last
THE WEATHER,
X
assurance that yqur work is being
will be presented at the
X
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13 The
done and done
without a par- spring and
Elks theater, Tuesday, September 17.
forecast for New Mexico is gen- - X ticle of effort onrijjht
will
you
your part
X erally fair tonight and Saturday. X never
What your doctor orders is what
again endure the heat and toil
X Not much change j in tempera- - X and confusion of
having the washing you ought to have, and what you get
X ture.
your prescriptions,
done at home. Besides it's more eco- Iwhen we fill
XSXXXXXXSCXXXXXX
nomical, try it and see. Santa Fe El- Zook's Pharmacy.
KASNER KAft auto ror hire. Phone
a dashing,
ectric Laundry.
Mr. Lawrence Evart,
141 J.
who is well
actor
handsome
Instrument.
Rare
young
George
Plays
For tomorrow, we will sell fine
Mallard, who is a visitor here from and favorably known to the majority
peaches, the best canners, at St Louis, is the possessor of the rare of theater patrons, having played
Order
early. instrument known as the German
75c per 20 pound box.
leading business with Mr. Walker
Andrews.
rare skill. Whiteside, for six years a successful
with
which
zither
he
plays
liMarriage License. A marriage
The zither is a descendent of the Ro- star in romantic drama, for the past
cense was issued by the county clerk man
"cithara" and is much played in two seasons, is the ideal prince Dan
and
to Fred Boyce Wilbur, of Chama,
Miss Alma Emerson, of Denver.
Good Trusses if you must wear a
truss at all, get a good one. Let us
fit you with a Smithsonian. Zook's
Pharmacy.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished
modern house of seven rooms. Cheap
If taken at once. George M. Kinsel,
phone 35 W.
Give us a trial on your Navajo
Blanket work. By our special process the most hopeless looking blankets are sent home clean and fresh as
new. Santa Fe Electric Laundry.
Welcome, Miss Little! Mrs. Geo.
W. Little is the mother of a little
girl who arrived yesterday morning.
Both mother and daughter are doing

42,000 TROUT

.

IN STREAM

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

'

-

THE FACT
THAT

k

WE ARE
SERYING

AND PLEASING

A HOST OF

LOCAL ITEMS.

I

Satisfied Customers Every Day

I

IS THE BEST PROOF

That We Can Please You, Too.
WE CARRY THE BEST OF

Meats, Groceries and
etable Goods.

14 lbs
Phone 4

Sugar

Veg-

$1.00

F.ANDREWS

Phone 4

n'

We Are Doing Business

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
.oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase th
li'e and accuracy of your watdk
Leave your watch with us
y.

HIGH-GRAD-

E

Watches
and
Clocks. .

" Time Pieces That

Are

Reliable."

Market Co.
West Side of Plaza

Have Added

a Complete

Line

of''

GROCERIES
To

their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

FALL MILLINERY
LATEST

IN

HATS,
FEATHERS,

THE

ETC

MISS A. MUGLER,

I

PLAZA MARKET CO.

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA

w HAT

does good plumbing
mean to you ?
It means a more healthful home, increased
comfort, and freedom

have not arrived
Phone Your Wants

nished bungalow, opposite Palace hotel. Address M. New Mexican.
The Three Valises, a great drama
by Seligs at the Elks tonight.
Hens, Springers, Beef, Lamb, Pork,
Veal, Mutton, Fish and all kinds of
sausages at Andrews. V ,
The Modern Grocery company have
opened their doors and are doing business, although their new counters
have not as yet arrived. The store
presents a very neat and modern appearance.
There will be a call meeting of the
W. C. T. U. at the home of Mrs. Patterson tomorrow afternoon at 4
o'clock. Special business will come
up for action and a full attendance
'
Is desired.
Oak Base Burner.
Use a Round
Means Smaller Coal Bills and More!
Heat, at GOEBEL'S.
For reliable electric work see
Prices always reasonable,
SpaTks.
service prompt.
The Great Second State sale of Na- -

THE PLAZA

d,

We Have the Goods but
Some of our Counters

well.
FOR RENT, a neat seven room fur-

S. SPITZ

tan of Mr. McCutcheon"s story ot
"Beverly of Graustark," and Mr. Har-- ,
Mr. Boyd
rlson Fiher's illustration.
M. Turner, who has played leading
heavies with all of the prominent
dramatic stars, including Mr. Mans-fielMr. Mantell, and for the pastr
two seasons one of the leading mem-- ;
bers of Mr. William Faversham's
company, is the General Marlanx ofi
the play.
Don't Miss the Show at the Elks tonight, it's a good one.
A Feature
Film, Lincoln's Gettys-- j
burg Address, at the Elks tonight.
Don't miss it.
What are you going to do with the
blankets, quilts, comforts,' sweaters,
wagon sheets, etc. that you have
just brought home from your camping trip? You can't put them away
soiled and there is only one way to
have them cleaned and cleaned right
and that is at the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry. We make a specialty of
doing this work and your camping
outfit will last much longer it put
away clean and fresh for next summer's use.

13, 1912.

SEPT.

from the renewals
and repairs of ordinary plumbing.

They will have Prompt Attention

Modern Grocery Comp'y

11

installed oy us are an
assurance of plumbing

m

,

ovum

re

satigf action

li lilt

INUW

IllUE

TO

GET

FRUIT

AND

FOR

S ANT A FE HARDW A RE

PRESERVING

FOR TABLE USE.

AND SUPPLY COMPANY.

CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.

Flowers all the time.

Finest Sweet;Peas In the Southwest.

THE CLARENDUN GARDEN
Phone Black 12.

j

DOWN-TOW-

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
STAND, BUTT BROS,' DRUG STORE.

Our Second State Sale
WELL JUU1W
e-M-TR-

TA11&
Uiiir JJ

WE
VYlU

SOUND TAP

of dollars worth of
Hundreds
will
m.
Sale
our
9:00
at
end,
p.
Big
night
SATURDAY
to be disposed of, prices have been cut deeper. This event has positively
been the greatest money saving opportunity ever offered to people of Santa Fe, not one
still remains

person has been or could be dissatisfied. The best qualities of merchandise are being sold, but there
thousands of dollars worth to be disposed of. Saturday night Taps will be sounded, of course until then you have
.'.
.
.V V.
V.
.V
.. .
the opportunity to buy at the following sale prices:
Best 12

l--

2c

and 15c Percales at 8c per yard

Best 15c Dress Gingham at

.... 8c per yard

22 yds of American Prince for
Bed ticking

Flannels, regular 12

Silkoline at per yard

... .1. $1.00

6

quality at

Here Is an opportunity for every man to buy
the best in the market at prices so low

8c

the best Footwear,
that no one

can afford to stay away.

22 yards for $1.00
. .

2c

Every pair men's Hanan shoes, regu- - Qi CA
lar price $6 to $6.50, 'till Saturday forjW.dV

........... 12 yards for $1.00

Apron Gingham

l--

Your Last Chance to Buy John B.
. . .
Stetson Hats for . . .

... for Itself.

CI

QA

.Pv
.... $1.00The Brand Speaks
You Don't Need a Watch To Come To Ow Store and Keep Time of the Many Bargains.
We Have Hundreds of Unadvertised Bargains Equally as Good as the Advertised Ones
Unbleached Muslin. 17 yards for

l--

2c

-

Big Lot of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits That We Are Closing Out for Only $15.50
if

